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For all enquiries relating to this agenda please contact Charlotte Evans
(Tel: 01443 864210 Email: evansca1@caerphilly.gov.uk)

Date: 24th January 2020

Dear Sir/Madam,
A meeting of the Gwent Police and Crime Panel will be held at the The Chamber, County Hall,
Rhadyr, Usk, NP15 1GA on Friday, 31st January, 2020 at 10.00 am (Panel Pre-Meeting at
9.30am) to consider the matters contained in the following agenda.
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GWENT POLICE AND CRIME PANEL
MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD AT THE CHAMBER, COUNTY HALL,
RHADYR, USK, NP15 1GA
ON MONDAY 16TH DECEMBER 2019 AT 9.30AM
Present:
Mrs G. Howells (Co-opted) – Chair
Councillor Colin Mann – Vice Chair
Councillor J. Millard - Blaenau Gwent County Borough Council
Councillors J. Jordan and W. Routley - Newport County Borough Council
Councillor A. Easson and P. Clarke – Monmouthshire County Borough Council
Councillors M. Jeremiah and E. Rapier - Torfaen County Borough Council
Mr P. Nuttall – Co-opted Member
By invitation:
Mr J. Cuthbert - Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent
Ms E. Thomas - Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent
Mrs S. Curley - Chief Executive, Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent
Mr D. Garwood-Pask – Chief Finance Officer, Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner
for Gwent
Also in attendance:
Ms. P. Kelly – Chief Constable, Gwent Police
Ms. A. Blakeman – Deputy Chief Constable, Gwent Police
Ms J. Robinson – Head of Strategy, Office of the Gwent Police and Crime Commissioner.
Mrs J. Regan – Head of Assurance and Compliance, Office of the Gwent Police and Crime
Commissioner.
Mrs E. Lionel – Principal Finance and Commissioning Manager, Gwent Police
Mr R. Guest – Head of Communication and Engagement, Gwent Police
Together with:
Mrs C. Forbes-Thompson (Scrutiny Manager - CCBC) and Ms C. Evans (Committee Services
Officer - CCBC)
1.

INTRODUCTION
The Chair opened the meeting and introductions were made.

2.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
There were no declarations of interest received at the beginning or during the course of the
meeting.
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3.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors M. Spencer (Newport City Council),
Mrs C. Forehead (Caerphilly County Borough Council), G. Kirby (Caerphilly County Borough
Council) and Mrs L. Winnett (Blaenau Gwent County Borough Council).

4.

GWENT POLICE AND CRIME PANEL MEETING HELD ON 27TH SEPTEMBER 2019
RESOLVED that the minutes of the Gwent Police and Crime Panel meeting held on
27th September 2019 (minute no. 1 - 10) be approved as a correct record.
In considering the Minutes and on Page 3, Paragraph 3 in reference to the Crime Prevention
Report, the Commissioner requested that a presentation be made to the Panel in March to
summarise the outcomes of the report. The Panel agreed to add the item to the agenda for
March 2020.

5.

PRESENTATION ON OPERATIONAL CONTEXT AND REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
FINANCE STRATEGY 2020/21 – 2024/25
The Panel welcomed the Chief Constable to the meeting who provided a presentation on the
Operational Context and Requirements for the Finance Strategy 2020/21 – 2024/25 which
outlined the Policing Vision for 2025 including plans for Local Policing, Specialist Capabilities,
Workforce, Digital Policing, Enabling Business Delivery and Governance and Accountability.
The presentation outlined the Gwent Police Operational Control Strategy 2019/20 which aims
to protect and reassure and includes protecting people from serious harm, pursuing people
harming communities through organised crime, preventing people becoming victims to cyber
crime, and preparing the strategic policing requirement for cyber, civil emergencies, public
order, protest and radicalisation.
The Panel noted that since 2009/10 focus has been on improving quality of service whilst
making significant financial savings of up to £50m to date, whilst also dealing with complex
challenges such as pace of technological change, increase in terrorism and reductions in
public service funding. It was noted that there has also been an Increase in demand within
Serious Organised Crime (SOC) and Vulnerability, which has resulted in a re-focus and
prioritisation of Threat, Risk and Harm with a specific focus on innovation to enable the Force
to identify and support vulnerable people. The Panel noted that collaborative work has been
undertaken to improve systems, enhance efficiency and effectiveness and investment in staff
in key areas of risk to aim to minimise the implications of the continuing austerity programme.
The Chief Constable explained that since last year, 40 new officers have been allocated to
vulnerability and SOC and the monies earmarked for the M4 Relief Road have been
transferred to the Capital Programme. There have been significant improvements in
Performance with the development of new Performance Framework and improvements in
Communications as a result of the recent appointment of Head of Communication. In
addition, the Panel were pleased to note the investments made around Officer Safety, which
included staff training in use of a Taser.
The Panel noted the response from the Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary, Fire and
Rescue Service (HMICFRS) Performance audit in which there were a number of outcomes
noted as ‘Good’, which included; Preventing Crime and Tackling Anti-Social Behaviour,
Investigating Crime, Protecting Vulnerable People, Tackling serious organised crime and
meeting current demands and using resources. The Panel noted that improvement is
required however in Fair treatment of the public (Stop and Search) and Ethical and Lawful
workforce.
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Discussions took place around demand on the service, both seen and unseen, which included
Drugs, violent crime and sexual offences, Criminal Damage and Arson and Mental Health and
Domestic Abuse. The Chief Constable explained that there has been an increase in demand
on the service due to mental health and it was noted that there are on average 25 mental
health calls for service every day and we were provided with details of this increase over the
last 5 years.
The Panel noted the implications to resources and shaping investigative capability for future
demand, and it was noted that a review was undertaken of CID/PPU investigate resources,
along with detailed demand analysis to establish current situation. This highlighted a rise in
reported vulnerability crime, and the complexities of those investigations show the
requirement for increased detective resources in these areas. As a result, a business case
has been approved with a tiered approach to the increase of the detective capacity within
Public Protection and the overall increase amounts to 30 extra investigative resources
available to respond to the most serious and complex crimes.
The Chief Constable provided an update on serious organised crime and it was noted that
Force resources have been dedicated to addressing issues of organised crime against the
most vulnerable members of the communities. These include dedicated Modern Day Slavery
and Human Trafficking Team, further investment in Cyber Crime unit, a Fraud triage team
providing tactical advice and safeguarding to vulnerable victims and the implementation of
pro-active disruption team tackling.
Discussions took place around police workforce changes between 2007 and 2019, which
included budget, headcount and comparison of Police Officers numbers and it was noted that
in 2008 there were 1512 Officers employed, which reduced to 1250 in 2015, however
numbers are increasing to 1305 in 2019.
The Panel noted the achievements of Gwent Police which included supplying mobile data
devices that have increased the information available to officers via iPatrol, allowing
applications to be accessed whilst on patrol, increasing the time spent in communities. Body
worn video cameras have been introduced to all operational officers and established a Digital
Evidence Management platform to securely store and manage evidential data (DEMs). In
addition, both new Intranet and Internet Platforms have been launched and have won national
awards.
The Panel noted the 2019/21 Digital Programme which has provided significant changes
within the Force, examples of which include the fixed, field and flexible project has been
delivered to introduce a new way of working within the force. This aims to allow people to
work in the most efficient and effective way according to the role they undertake and play a
significant part in our digital cultural transformation programme. Further to this the
implementation of a National Enabling Programme (Microsoft Office 365) which introduces a
suite of Microsoft products that will enable new ways of working and greater sharing of
information across teams, departments, between Forces and with trusted partners.
Discussions took place around Capital investments. It was noted that, in order to improve
efficiency and effectiveness of the Force, returns to the station to complete statements had
been reduced, therefore reducing travel time and mileage. Investments have been made into
Laptops which are Windows 10 and O365 enabled and new mobile phones have also been
provided, which total a £3m investment, with the addition of a Digital Services Team to assist
with the implementation of and support for the new technologies.
The Panel were provided with a detailed overview of the Medium Term Financial Projection
Position in which further savings of £8.092m are required over the next 5 years, whilst
meeting the known cost pressures which include the reduction of Government funding,
Operation Uplift, Police Educational Qualification Framework (PEQF) and Expansion of Police
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Officer Recruitment, Police Officer injury Pension Costs, Taser Uplift, Single Online Home,
Development of Sexual Assault Referral Centre (SARC) and Development of Victim’s Hub
Services. These were in addition to the risks and unknown cost pressures, which include cost
and demand implications of Brexit, the Comprehensive Spending Review, Funding Formula
introduction, Welsh Government funding for PCSO’s and cost of National ICT Programmes,
which all add considerable pressure to a depleting budget and increased pressure on Gwent
to deliver services.
It was noted that the capital programme has been reviewed as a result and implementation
with costs developed that align to the programme of construction for new Headquarters,
Abergavenny Fire and Police Hub and the PFI Termination arrangements.
The total cost of capital of the programme is £105m as the Force will require borrowing to
deliver an estate that is fit for the future.
The Panel thanked the Officers for the detailed presentation and discussion ensued.
Clarification was sought around the Taser training being undertaken as to whether this
training is also deployed to PCSO’s. Officers explained that a national review of officer safety
is being undertaken which will identify the most suitable training for all Officers, however the
Taser training is currently only for Police Officers.
The Panel discussed Missing Children/ people and it was noted that including adults there are
on average 16 people per day go missing. Each person is vulnerable and require resources
to ensure they are located and returned safely.
Discussions took place around Mental Health and it was noted that whilst there is a great deal
of support offered to the Force from the Health Board, often there are difficulties out of hours
when Officers are required to accompany vulnerable people to hospitals etc., taking them off
the beat and away from the rest of the community, Work is underway to develop a sustainable
plan for this area.
A Panel Member sought further information around the recruitment of Officers and whether
there are any benefits in the current recruitment process and whether there are any future
plans for integrated Forces. Officers explained that the budget is offset as a result of
employing new Officers to replace retired Officers, due to the salary scale differences.
Assurances were given to the Panel that there are no current plans to integrate Forces,
however there are a number of collaborative projects in the pipeline.
A Panel member sought further information on the work of the Commissioner to hold the Chief
Constable to account on plans for policing rural areas in Gwent. The Commissioner explained
that there continues to be investments in neighbourhood policing teams, which includes both
urban and rural. These teams are then deployed where there is need.
Concerns were raised around the uncertainty of continued Welsh Government Funding for the
employment of PCSO’s, who are an integral part of Policing in Gwent. Officers explained that
there have been discussions with Welsh Government who have not indicated that there is a
risk to the current funding, however due to the delay in clarifying funding levels from
Westminster, there is a lot of uncertainty at present. However, it is hoped that there will be a
clearer picture in January.
The Panel thanked the Chief Constable and Commissioner for the presentation.
6.

UPDATE ON THE ESTATE STRATEGY - PRESENTATION
The Commissioner and Chief Constable provided the Panel with a presentation update on the
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Estate Strategy, which outlined ‘The Vision’ for the Estate Strategy which aims to provide a
future-focussed sustainable estate which reassures the public, motivates and enables officers
and staff to deliver an excellent service with partners, whilst being financially viable.
The Panel noted that the primary objectives in an estate is that it provides a citizen focussed
policing service, supports operational policing requirements and demonstrates value for
money and is designed for the future.
The Commissioner provided the Panel with an overview on the Governance and Scrutiny of
the Estate Strategy and outlined the current assessment of a number police buildings, many
of which are very dated and old properties, not in the most suitable locations and therefore not
suitable for modern policing.
The Chief Constable provided the Panel with an overview of the Strategic Programme and in
particular outlined the reasons and logic behind the provision of a new HQ, as the current
facilities are not fit for purpose, value for money and does not provide staff with acceptable
working conditions.
The Panel were provided with details around the Hub and Spoke model and it was noted that
a Hub is where officers are based and Spokes are based in communities. The Panel noted
that Newport is both a Hub and a Spoke site, as it is community based and also hosts a
number of officers. The Panel also noted that there is a need to make further cost reductions
on the estate and therefore consideration of the estate is required to make sites more fit for
purpose. Consideration has also been made into joint provision and collaborative working
where possible.
The Chief Constable discussed Custody provision and it was noted that the current Custody
provision is not fit for purpose in the long term, with both Newport and Ystrad Mynach having
a limited long-term life span. Discussions took place and it was noted that the suite available
in Newport, whilst it is open and functional, alternative and sustainable options are being
considered to provide a long-term and central bridewell.
The Panel welcomed the Chief Finance Officer who provided the Panel with an update on the
overall Estate Programme costs over the life of the Medium Term Financial Project (MTFP),
and the 10 Year Estate Strategy. The Panel noted the budgetary allocations and wider capital
programme which includes investments in the Estate and ICT provision. The Panel were
assured that, whilst there are earmarked funds for capital investment, there has not been any
significant investment made in the Estate for a number of years, and it has become essential
for this spending to take place to make the Estate cost effective, efficient and fit for purpose.
The Panel thanked the Officers for the presentation and discussion ensued.
A Panel Member sought a further update on the current position of the new HQ site and
whether consideration could be given to providing a new Custody Suite on the current HQ
site. The Commissioner explained that the contracts for the build of the new HQ have been
signed and allocated to the contractor, which includes demolition of the current site and the
Panel were assured that a robust procurement and vetting procedure was undertaken prior to
the allocation of the contract, to ensure Value for Money is being achieved. It was noted that
there has already been some interest in the current HQ site; however, Members were assured
that all efforts will be made to ensure that the buyer will provide a site with community benefit.
Discussions took place around the Estate Plan and the Panel requested that a further report
be brought back to a future meeting to provide detail on the Estate Plan, Hub and Spoke sites
and plans for the Estate for the future. It was agreed that this be scheduled on the agenda for
March 2020.
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A Panel Member queried whether the Office of the Gwent Police and Crime Commissioner
would also be based within the new HQ building and it was confirmed that they would, as it
encourages working relationships and collaboration with Gwent Police.
Discussions took place around collaborative options for future fit for purpose custody suites
and whether discussions have taken place with adjoining Forces. Officers explained that
there are some informal collaborations currently in place in which Custody Suites and other
resources are shared, however this is very much still in its infancy but it is hoped that as it
develops further it will assist to deliver the best service and reduce overall costs.
A Panel Member sought further information around the Hub and Spoke model and how they fit
in communities. Officers explained that the Hub and Spoke system forms part of the 10 year
Estate Strategy, for which further detail will be provided in the presentation requested at a
future meeting.
The Panel thanked the Chief Constable, Commissioner and Chief Finance Officer for the
presentation and update and noted the report.
7.

GWENT POLICE AND CRIME PANEL RECORDED COMPLAINTS AND CONDUCT
MATTERS REGISTER AND COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE
The annual report provided the Panel with an overview of the complaints received by the
Panel for the period from November 2018 to November 2019 and included the outcome of
one unresolved complaint detailed in the previous complaints report considered at the
meeting of Gwent Police and Crime Panel on 14th December 2018.
It was noted that the Panel has a statutory responsibility as to the handling and determination
of certain complaints made against the Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent and the
Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent and the Panel has previously agreed that
all complaints be dealt with by a sub-group made up of the Chair, Vice Chair and Independent
Members of the Panel.
The Panel were referred to Appendix 1, which provided an update on an unresolved complaint
from 2018, however since this time 1 further complaint has been received and both
complaints have been resolved, were not upheld and as a result no further action was
required.
The Chief Executive of the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent provided
the Panel with an update on the Enactment of the Complaints Regulations change under
Policing and Crime Act 2017. It was noted that assurances from the Home Office have been
provided that the Act will go through parliament on 10th January and enacted on 1st February.
Concerns were raised that this could result in more complaints against Police and Crime
Commissioners; however assurances had been given that something will be built into the
regulations to safeguard against this.
Following consideration and discussion, it was moved and seconded that the recommendation
in the report be approved. By a show of hands this was unanimously agreed.
RESOLVED that for the reasons outlined in the Officer’s report, the information in the
report be noted.

8.

AMENDMENT TO RULES AND PROCEDURE AND PANEL ARRANGEMENTS
The report sought Panel consideration of an amendment to the Panel Arrangements and
Rules of Procedure for Gwent Police and Crime Panel, to allow a standing agenda item for
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Panel Members to submit questions on notice to the Police and Crime Commissioner.
It was noted that the Panel agreed changes to its Panel Arrangements and Rules of
Procedure at its meeting on 14th December 2018, and are now being asked to consider a
further amendment to the Panel Arrangements and Rules of Procedure. This further change
is to allow Panel members to submit questions on notice to the Police and Crime
Commissioner in order to receive a response at the next appropriate Panel meeting.
The Panel noted that in order to clearly set out how this process will be managed a procedure
has been drafted and was appended to the report at Appendix 1. The Panel were asked to
consider the draft procedure which sets out a clear process for Panel Members to follow. The
procedure allows sufficient time for any questions to be processed by the host authority and
for the questions to be sent to the OPCC before the agenda is prepared for each meeting. It
was suggested that this procedure does not apply where an exceptional Panel meeting is
called and is outside of the usual programme of meetings, for example a Confirmation
Hearing and the procedure be reviewed after 12 months.
The Panel discussed the report at length and whilst it was suggested that a shorter timeframe
be considered for the question to be submitted, however, it was agreed that the procedure be
implemented as detailed in appendix 1 and reviewed as per the report.
Following consideration and discussion, it was moved and seconded that the
recommendations in the report be approved. By a show of hands, this was unanimously
agreed.
RESOLVED that for the reasons outlined in the Officers report:

9.

i)

The proposed changes to the panel arrangements and rules of procedure be
approved in order to allow a standing agenda item for Panel Members
questions to the PCC;

ii)

The proposed procedure as attached at Appendix 1 of the report be approved;

iii)

The procedure be reviewed after 12 months.

FORWARD WORK PROGRAMME
Mrs C. Forbes-Thompson (Lead Officer to the Panel) presented an overview of the forward
work programme which listed the items planned up until January 2020.
The Panel noted that the Precept will be discussed in the meeting on 31st January 2020 and
therefore, it is imperative that Members are in attendance if possible, should they wish to
exercise their right to veto.
Discussions took place around the meeting scheduled for 20th March 2020 and it was agreed
that a presentation be made on the Crime Prevention Report and a further Report on the
Estates Strategy also be provided, detailing current assets and future plans. A further report
is to be presented to the Panel on Serious Organised Crime and Wales Audit Office Report on
collaboration, which will be scheduled at a future meeting.
The Panel thanked the Officers, Chief Constable, Deputy Chief Constable and Commissioner
for the presentations and wished all in attendance a very Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year.
Meeting Closed at 12.05pm.
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Agenda Item 4
Gwent Police and Crime Panel
Questions to the Gwent Police and Crime Commissioner - 31st January 2020
Panel Member
Mrs Gill Howells

Cllr Tony Easson

Question
We have seen many reports in the Press about the
abuse of Police officers on duty, particularly physical
abuse which can result in both physical and
psychological harm. What is the position over the last 2
years with regard to Officers and Staff being absent
from work and for receiving compensation for such
abuse and how are you ensuring the Chief Constable is
managing the welfare and return to work of officers
affected by such abuse.
I would like to raise the matter of the potential use of
Live Facial Recognition Technology by Gwent Police.
Does the Commissioner have, or is he considering, a
policy in the use of this facility by his Chief Constable. If
he does can he bring a report to the panel?
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Agenda Item 5
Police and Crime Commissioner’s Update Quarters 2 and 3 2019/20
This is an update on activities undertaken and supported by the Office of the Police
and Crime Commissioner (OPCC) for quarters 2 and 3 (July – December 2019).
Delivering against the priorities
Priority 1 – Crime Prevention
1.1

Diversion schemes

The contract for the Women’s Pathfinder Whole System Approach and Early
Intervention Service for young adults aged 18–25 was awarded to Future Four,
which is a consortium of agencies (G4S, Safer Wales, Include and Llamau). The
service, which went live on 1 October 2019, provides support for women from the
point of arrest to the post-release custodial period. It also offers diversion and
support services to 18–25 year olds. The service is working alongside service users
to help them review their choices and consequences. The support provided helps
them understand their strengths to overcome barriers and take opportunities that will
allow them to move forward without further involvement with criminal justice.
Quarterly reports will be delivered to the OPCC on the performance of the service.
1.2

Cyber advice for businesses and residents

The OPCC arranged for Gwent Police’s Cyber Protect Officer to deliver information
and advice to more than 70 members of the Gwent business community at an event
in Ebbw Vale. Companies’ cyber security arrangements were discussed and a series
of exercises were run to test participants’ cyber resilience. This was complemented
during Business Safety Week with key online safety messages for businesses.
Advice on staying safe online was also written with Gwent Police and published in
Torfaen Business Voice magazine.
The OPCC facilitated a visit by Connect Gwent, the victims’ hub, to an Abergavenny
retirement complex, where residents were given advice on how to avoid cyber and
telephone scams. Throughout the summer and precept engagement events, the
OPCC also gave out hundreds of leaflets about staying safe online and Gwent
Police’s Cyber CSO regularly shared the OPCC stand to jointly deliver online safety
messages.
1.3

Serious violence initiatives

There is a new legal duty on public bodies to prevent and tackle serious violence.
This covers the police, councils, youth offending services and local health bodies,
such as NHS trusts, ensuring services work together to share data, intelligence and
knowledge. This will help them understand and address the root causes of serious
violence. A multi-agency approach provides an essential platform for information
sharing and joined-up strategic partnership working. In Gwent, there is already a lot
of work to tackle serious violence and organised crime. This includes projects funded
by the OPCC and Home Office delivering training to more than 400 practitioners
from partner organisations on County Lines, gangs and violence; delivering sessions
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to more than 5,400 pupils in years 7, 8 and 9 across comprehensive schools on
County Lines, gangs and violence; and working with Positive Futures, Barnardo’s
and St Giles Trust to offer diversionary community leisure and sports activities to
identified young people. South Wales Police have been awarded £880,000 to set-up
a Violence Prevention Unit, which will bring together partner organisations to tackle
violent crime by understanding its root causes. The OPCC is working with South
Wales Police to ensure that the unit is an all-Wales resource.
1.4

School exclusions

The Commissioner met with Minister for Education Kirsty Williams AM to discuss the
impact and challenges of serious violence, and serious and organised crime on
children, young people and families. In particular, the impact on vulnerable children
and young people in education. A positive meeting saw the Commissioner brief the
Minister on the threats and risks on communities across Wales, and allowed the
opportunity to discuss these issues and future collaborative working. Since
September 2018, the OPCC has been leading on a pilot project in partnership with
Newport Youth Justice Board, in order to explore any correlations between children
and young people being excluded from school, and their future engagement in
criminal activity. This pilot is nearing the end of phase one. The work has been
characterised by a strong partnership working approach with key partners across
Newport, and has enabled a comprehensive understanding of the correlation
between school exclusion and criminality.
1.5

Rural crime

Established in January 2019, the Rural Crime Team is working with farmers,
communities and partner organisations to tackle a wide range of crime in Gwent’s
rural areas. The team deals rural crimes including fly-tipping, badger baiting and
heritage crime. The OPCC has supported this by holding surgeries with the Rural
Crime Team, communicating its good work and visiting rural crime hotspots.
1.6

Blaenau Gwent Children’s Grand Council

The OPCC attended Blaenau Gwent Children’s Grand Council to deliver a workshop
on safety in the community. The children were asked to put stickers on maps of their
area to indicate where they felt safe or unsafe. The results were collated, fed back to
local policing teams, and will used to evidence the need for possible diversionary
activities and other services in the future.
1.7

Road safety

The OPCC ran a road safety campaign on its social media channels during Road
Safety Week, sharing key road safety messaging and highlighting the work of Go
Safe, the Area Support Unit and the Collison Investigation Unit. It also made a short
video with Blaenavon Heritage School’s Mini Police who were carrying out parking
patrols at the school to keep their school friends and other pedestrians safe.
A ‘Surround the Town’ event was held the following week in Cwmbran and brought
partners together to engage with the public on a range of road safety issues,
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including speeding, drink and drug driving, and problem parking. Mini Police from
various schools spoke to shoppers in Cwmbran Centre about road safety issues,
while Gwent Police Cadets delivered a presentation to future young drivers at the
Cwmbran Centre for Young People. The OPCC supported the event via its social
media channels and at an engagement event in Cwmbran town centre.
In addition, more than 600 tyre tread gauges were given out to the public at
engagement events during the summer to ensure their car tyres are safe and legal.
Priority 2 – Supporting Victims
2.1

Survivor Engagement Co-ordinator

A new Survivor Engagement Co-ordinator post has been created. This a joint post
based in Gwent Police and was created following a wider needs assessment
undertaken by the OPCC. The primary aim of the co-ordinator is to ensure the
services of Gwent Police are victim-centred and that services are more effective
through feedback and input from survivors. The post, the first of its kind in Wales,
was created to establish a sustainable survivor engagement framework through
which survivors of domestic abuse and sexual violence can share their experiences.
The co-ordinator is acting as a vital link between survivors of abuse and strategic
partners, providing them with the opportunities to influence positive change within
policies and procedures.
2.2

White Ribbon Day

The OPCC joined Gwent Police and partners in marking White Ribbon Day in
November. The annual event, which marks the United Nation’s International Day for
the Elimination of Violence Against Women, aims to raise awareness of male
violence towards women. In Monmouthshire, more than 150 people gathered at
Caldicot Castle to walk a mile to show their support. The OPCC supported the
Monmouthshire event on the day and led on communications following the event.
Gwent Police’s cadets were also recognised at a special event held at the Senedd to
mark the day. They were praised for their commitment to ending violence against
women and for acting as ambassadors amongst their peers in schools and college.
2.3

Modern Day Slavery

The OPCC arranged a meeting with Stephen Chapman (Anti-Slavery Co-ordinator,
Welsh Government), Kim Anne Williamson (chair of UK Modern Slavery), the
Commissioner (All-Wales LPCC lead for Modern Day Slavery) and the Western Mail
to discuss ways of raising the profile of modern slavery in the Welsh news agenda.
The OPCC facilitated interviews, resulting in a double page feature in the Western
Mail and coverage on Wales Online.
Priority 3 – Community Cohesion
3.1

Commissioner’s Police Community Fund
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The Commissioner’s Police Community Fund was created to use money obtained
through the Proceeds of Crime Act to support organisations that work in some of the
most disadvantaged areas in Gwent. It also supports those seeking to help children
and young people who may be in danger of entering the criminal justice system or
have become victims. At the funding meeting in October, five grants totalling
£112,122.22 were approved. These will be spent on initiatives such as:





Providing learning opportunities to improve people’s development and wellbeing;
Creating a series of short films that focus on issues and concerns, e.g. car
crashes and impacts of anti-social behaviour;
An open access drop-in facility five nights a week within a safe environment
providing tailor made services, activities and support; and
Offering refugees and asylum seekers aged 19 to 25 with relational, holistic
support, advice and social activities.

In addition, the Commissioner also gave £1,000 to the Severn Area Rescue
Association, which often assists Gwent Police in missing person searches and
incidents that occur along the Severn Estuary.
3.2

Visit to Al-Islah Islamic School

The OPCC visited the Al-Islah Islamic School in Pillgwenlly, where the team and
Community Support Officers spent time with children answering questions and
finding out about day-to-day life in their community. The children were interested in
finding out about the police service and how to become a police officer. The aim was
to help build bridges between the police and minority communities.
3.3

Blaenau Gwent on the Move

As part of the ‘Blaenau Gwent on the Move’ project, a new trail has been built from
Sirhowy Hill Woodlands Nature Reserve to Marine Colliery in Cwm. The aim is to
help people live healthier and more fulfilled lives by improving access to the natural
environment. The OPCC took part in a community event to paint a large mural in
Ebbw Vale to promote the nature and wildlife in the area. It also took part in a litter
pick at Marine Colliery in Cwm, where more than 20 bags of rubbish and fly-tipping
were cleared, and led on communications on behalf of Blaenau Gwent Public
Service Board following the event.
3.4

Black History Month

The Commissioner sponsored and was one of the keynote speakers at Race Council
Cymru’s Black History Month event in Newport. The event, titled ‘Movers, Shakers
and Legacy Makers’, was a celebration of multiculturalism in a Wales. In addition,
the OPCC took part in and spoke at the Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME)
Gwent Regional Forum in November.
Priority 4 – Tackling Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB)
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4.1 Urban Circle successes
Urban Circle organised ‘Summer Fest’ at Tredegar House in August. The festival
was devised and organised by young people aged 13–25 as part of Urban Circle’s
U-Turn project, which is funded by the OPCC. The project uses the creative arts to
tackle social problems affecting young people in Newport. It was a fantastic event
with a diverse line-up of music acts that brought young people together from across
the city. The young people on the event team gained stewarding and first aid
qualifications, and about half of them also completed safeguarding and youth work
accreditations. This enabled them to be paid a wage to work the event and will help
them in the future when they are applying for jobs. It gave them the opportunity to
channel their energy into something positive and steer them away from potentially
being involved in crime and anti-social behaviour. Urban Circle also organised a
Halloween music event that more than 200 young people Newport attended. It was
designed to give young people something positive to do on a night that is usually
associated with high levels of crime and anti-social behaviour.
4.2

Self-defence classes for young people

Two OPCC-funded projects have been working together to deliver activities for
young people in Newport. Duffryn Community Link provides support and diversionary
activities for young people and it teamed up with Heads of the Valleys Tang Soo Do,
based in Ebbw Vale, to offer self-defence classes. The classes helped young people
to build confidence, while channelling their energy into positive physical activity.
4.3

Positive Futures tournament

The OPCC joined the team from Positive Futures for a five-a-side football
tournament in Caldicot. Teams from Positive Futures projects across
Monmouthshire, Newport and Torfaen competed to be crowned tournament
champions and, following a day of high quality sport, culminating in victory for BME
Sport Newport (over 16s winners) and Abergavenny LC (under 16s winners).
4.4

Young people restore community centre

Young people from Maindee Youth Project helped restore a room in their community
centre after it was targeted by vandals. The young people, aged 12–16, decorated
the room at Maindee Community House during their after school club. The
restoration was paid for by the OPCC, which granted Maindee Youth Project funding
to run educational and diversionary youth projects in the school holidays.
Priority 5 – Efficient and Effective Service Delivery
5.1

Data protection and Freedom of Information

Data protection training has been organised by Gwent OPCC (Dyfed Powys and
North Wales OPCCs are also attending) and this is due to take place in quarter four.
Annual training is a requirement under General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
There were no subject access requests in quarters two and three, and no data
breaches have been reported.
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There were 16 FOI requests received for the period, with all requests being dealt
with in line with the 20 working day statutory deadline.
5.2

Public Response Unit (PRU) and complaints

Public Response Unit (PRU)
The PRU resolved 131 quality of service/dissatisfaction cases during quarters two
and three, taking on average 10 days to complete. The PRU aims to deal with
complaints within 10 working days. This is a reduction since last year, as
Professional Standards Department (PSD) has taken on some of the work. On 1
February 2020, the PRU will be moving to Gwent Police’s PSD. This means that all
complaints received against Gwent Police and its staff/officers will be dealt with by
the PRU situated within PSD. The OPCC will be responsible for appeals (which will
be referred to as reviews in future), except those that fall within the conduct category
– these will continue to be dealt with by the Independent Office for Police Conduct.
5.3

Chief Constable and Deputy Chief Constable recruitment

The Police and Crime Panel approved the appointment of Pam Kelly as Chief
Constable in August. Following this, interviews for the new Deputy Chief Constable
took place. The pool of interviewees was exceptional, with Amanda Blakeman
named the successful candidate. Since joining West Mercia Police in 1992, she held
various posts including Local Policing Area Commander, Head of Public Protection,
Head of Operational Support, and is a Specialist Strategic Firearms Commander.
5.4

Recruitment drive

Gwent Police launched a new recruitment drive in September. These officers will be
in addition to the officers due to be recruited as part of the government’s Operation
Uplift. This campaign aims to recruit 20,000 new police officers in the UK over the
next three years, with about 165 being recruited in Gwent. The Commissioner
welcomed the use of centralised funding from the government to fund these new
policing posts. However, the Commissioner has stated publicly the need to ensure
there is continued sustainable investment from UK Government; not only in policing,
but the wider criminal justice system too.
5.5

Award nominations

Michaela Rogers, the manager of the Blaenau Gwent and Caerphilly Youth
Offending Service, was shortlisted for a Criminal Justice Champion award, as part of
the Howard League Community Awards. The OPCC provides funding to the Youth
Offending Service and nominated Michaela for the award. The Women’s Pathfinder
Team, which also receives OPCC funding, was also shortlisted for an award.
The Blaenau Gwent and Caerphilly Youth Offending Service won the High Sheriff of
Gwent Award at the Caerphilly Volunteer Achievement Awards 2019. The service
has gone from strength to strength in recent years, with the team continually looking
at ways to improve services, prevent children offending, improve their life chances
and keep communities safe. The OPCC sponsored all the Young Volunteer Awards.
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5.6

Police cadets

The All Wales Youth Policing Convention at the Senedd celebrated the contribution
made by volunteer police cadets across the four Welsh police forces. They play a
vital role in community events, engaging with members of the public and educating
them on crime prevention. It has been agreed that Police and Crime Commissioners
will fund the police cadet scheme until at least 2021.
5.7

Gwent Safeguarding Young People’s Conference

The OPCC attended the Gwent Safeguarding Young People’s conference at the
Celtic Manor. The event had workshops on themes of concern identified by young
people including health, bullying and knife crime. It was an important event delivering
key messages of safety at a crucial time in their lives and the OPCC engaged with
more than 200 young people throughout the day.
5.8

New headquarters

Construction has started on Gwent Police’s new headquarters in Llantarnam. The
new facility will be home to the control room, which is the first point of contact for
calls to the force, alongside major crime teams, training functions, support services
and senior management. Once complete, the new headquarters will play a key role
in ensuring the well-being and training needs of policing staff in Gwent are met.
5.9

Engagement

The OPCC attended more than 20 community events across Gwent in the summer,
engaging with more than 7,500 people. The team provided people with crime
prevention advice and crime prevention items including anti-skimming card holders,
crime prevention booklets and purse bells. In addition to this, the OPCC also:
 Conducted 13 referrals to the PRU, Connect Gwent or partners;
 Surveyed 234 people; and
 Gained 70 new subscribers to the ebulletin.
October, November and December saw the OPCC conduct the bulk of its precept
engagement work. This year’s survey ran for 13 weeks, with a focus on face-to-face
engagement. This was part of a wider drive by the OPCC to increase visibility of the
office in the community. The OPCC organised four events in each local authority
area (20 in total) and attended another five to which it was invited.
The approach of sustained face-to-face engagement allowed consistent pulsetesting of public opinion. It is a significantly more efficient and holistic approach to
engagement than in previous years. The OPCC carried out 145 hours of precept
engagement, with 1,730 completing the survey in total.
5.10

Social media

In quarters two and three, the OPCC Twitter account grew by 4%, taking the total
number of followers to 5,049. There were 372 posts, totalling 536,000 impressions
during this time, as well as 612 retweets and more than 2,300 likes.
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Facebook has shown consistent growth in quarters two and three, with a 4%
increase in Followers bringing the total number to 1,786. There has also been a 4%
increase in Likes bringing the total number to 1,723. There were 205 posts (101 and
104 respectively), with a combined reach of almost 74,000.
Instagram followers are still low at 222 but, for comparison, this is the second highest
among Welsh forces.
The e-bulletin continues to grow steadily, with almost 1,200 subscribers, up from
circa 900, and an average open rate of 40%. This is exceptionally high and it is
expected that this will reduce over the coming quarters, in line with typical opening
rates of public sector email bulletins.
5.11

All Wales Policing Group

The All Wales Policing Group met in July, September and December. Dyfed Powys
PCC Dafydd Llywelyn took over from Jeff Cuthbert as chair of the group in July. The
Children’s Commissioner for Wales, Sally Holland, has presented to the group, while
Susannah Hancock, chief executive of the Association of Police and Crime
Commissioners, has also attended the meeting. The group has also had
presentations on youth work, violence in pharmacies and police transformation
funding. Collaboration between PCCs in Wales is working well and a number of joint
projects are under way. The quarterly meeting allows discussions on policing issues
on a Wales-wide basis such as collaboration, volunteering and the development of
the Early Action Together programme. The ‘Open and Transparent Quality Mark’ by
Comparing Police and Crime Commissioners (CoPaCC) was presented to the OPCC
at July’s meeting.
5.12

Police Foundation research

In quarter three, the Police Foundation released its research into understanding of
public attitudes towards police priorities. Gwent was one of seven OPCCs to take
part in the research. The project moved beyond standard opinion surveys that ask
people what they think the police should prioritise, without providing information
about the realities of modern policing. Instead, it brought together focus groups of
local residents to discuss policing in their area, introduced information about the
breadth and intensity of police demand and assessed the extent to which, once they
understood these competing issues more fully, their views on priorities changed.
This research will be analysed in quarter four and used to improve processes. This
research is also being used nationally to drive best practice.
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Agenda Item 6
OFFICE OF POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER
TITLE:

Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent’s Budget Requirement
and Council Tax Precept Proposal 2020/21

DATE:

31st January 2020

TIMING:

Routine

PURPOSE: For Decision
1.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent (Commissioner) considers
the budget proposals and background information covered in the Annexe and
Appendices to this submission and approves, subject to consultation with the
Police and Crime Panel:
(i)

A budget requirement for 2020/21 of £133,623,773;

(ii)

The planned efficiency savings in 2020/21 of £539k and further planned
efficiency savings of £1.137m (totalling £1.676m) detailed in Appendix
5b of the Annexe to this submission;

(iii)

The further proposed utilisation of the Reserves and Committed Funds
(Appendix 7);

(iv)

The initial Capital Programme as described in Appendices 8a and 8b;
and

(v)

The 2020/21 proposed Council Tax Precept to be levied in respect of
general expenses of £60,635,761. (equivalent to a Council Tax Band D
of £273.39) and that this sum be apportioned to each
City/County/County Borough Council according to the following table:
Unitary Authorities

£

Tax Base Band D
Equivalent
Blaenau Gwent
5,648,907
20,662.45
Caerphilly
16,553,559
60,549.25
Monmouthshire
12,666,684
46,331.92
Newport
16,476,545
60,267.55
Torfaen
9,290,066
33,981.00
Total
60,635,761
221,792.17
The Council Tax Precept shown in the above table generates the
following amounts of council tax for the various bands:
Council Tax Band
A
B
C
D
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£
182.26
212.64
243.01
273.39

2.

E
334.14
F
394.90
G
455.65
H
546.78
I
637.91
INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND
The Commissioner is required to determine the budget for 2020/21 and then
set the Council Tax Precept following consultation with the Police and Crime
Panel. The greater part of the budget will be allocated to Gwent Police for
operational purposes, but an element needs to be retained to cover the cost of
the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner and the commissioning of
services from organisations other than the Chief Constable.

3.

ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION
In determining the budget requirement for 2020/21, the Commissioner has had
regard to the Police and Crime Plan 2017/21; the Policing Vision 2025; the
Strategic Policing Requirement; the Chief Constable’s view of the financial
resources required to deliver the operational requirements of the Plan; the
level of resources to be allocated for commissioning other than from the Chief
Constable; and the cost of running the Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner.

4.

NEXT STEPS
The Police and Crime Panel are required to review the proposed Council Tax
Precept and make a report to the Commissioner on the proposed Council Tax
Precept (whether it vetoes or not) by the 8th February 2020.

5.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
This is a major financial report with clear financial implications. These are fully
articulated within the Annexe and Appendices.

6.

PERSONNEL CONSIDERATIONS
The majority of the Policing and Crime Budget covers Police Officer and Police
Staff salaries and employer’s contributions. It follows that in the current
situation, where Central Government Grant Funding is reducing in real terms,
the overall Police Officer and Police Staff establishment numbers may fall.
Addressing the situation in a sensible and timely manner as part of budget
preparation demonstrates the actions of a good employer.

7.

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS
Setting the budget requirement and Council Tax Precept are statutory
responsibilities of the Commissioner.

8.

EQUALITIES AND HUMAN RIGHTS CONSIDERATIONS
This proposal has been considered against the general duty to promote
equality, as stipulated under the Strategic Equality Plan and has been
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assessed not to discriminate against any particular group.
In preparing this report, consideration has been given to the requirements of
the Articles contained in the European Convention on Human Rights and the
Human Rights Act 1998.
9.

RISK
A timely decision on the Council Tax Precept will minimise the risk of failing to
achieve the statutory deadline.

10.

PUBLIC INTEREST
This report will be placed on the website of both the Commissioner and the
Police and Crime Panel.

11.

CONTACT OFFICER
Darren Garwood-Pask, Chief Finance Officer to the Police and Crime
Commissioner for Gwent.

12.

ANNEXES
The Annexe to this report and its Appendices provide full details in support of
the proposal.
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Annexe
POLICE AND CRIME COMMISSIONER FOR GWENT
REVENUE BUDGET AND CAPITAL PROGRAMME 2020/21
COMMISSIONER’S INTRODUCTION
1.

As the Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent (Commissioner), I am
required to set a five year Police and Crime Plan and the Annual Budget
Requirement, including the police precept element of the council tax (Council
Tax Precept). My Police and Crime Plan is reviewed annually in line with the
joint Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC) and Gwent Police’s
(the Force) Strategic and Financial Planning process. My current plan was
launched in May 2017 and is fully considered as part of the budget proposal.
In addition, this time last year I updated my current plan, which was completed
by the 31st March 2019. Areas of stronger emphasis in my updated plan
included tackling Serious and Organised Crime (SOC); addressing cyberenabled and cyber-dependent criminality; and also protecting those made
vulnerable by criminal and sexual exploitation. Each of these areas of
investment continue to be reflected in my budget proposal.

2.

My vision is that the people of Gwent have confidence in their crime and
policing services, which make them feel safe in their communities. I have five
strategic priorities on which the current Police and Crime plan is based:
a) Crime Prevention;
b) Supporting Victims;
c) Community Cohesion;
d) Tackling Anti-Social Behaviour; and
e) Effective Service Delivery.
It is within this context that I commend the following paper to you.

BACKGROUND
3.

The Commissioner is required to determine the Police and Crime Budget for
2020/21 and set the Council Tax Precept, prior to the 1st March 2020, after
taking into account the views of the Police and Crime Panel (PCP) in relation
to the level of Council Tax Precept.

4.

The Commissioner must also make arrangements, before the first Council Tax
Precept for a financial year is issued, to obtain the views of:
a) The people in that police area; and
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b) The relevant ratepayers’ representatives,
on the proposals of the Commissioner for expenditure (including capital
expenditure) in that financial year.
5.

In setting the budget, due regard has to be taken of the Prudential Code which
requires at least three year projections of expenditure, both in revenue and
capital terms, in order to identify funding requirements and assess the
affordability and sustainability of planned expenditure. Whilst developing
proposals for providing a balanced revenue budget and affordable Capital
Programme in 2020/21, this report will include the longer term financial issues
facing the Police Service in Gwent and the wider portfolio of the
Commissioner’s responsibilities.

6.

The bulk of the resources available to the Commissioner will be needed to
cover operational policing. Robust processes have been developed over
many years within the Force, to quantify the budgetary resources required to
provide the people of Gwent with an effective, efficient and sustainable Police
Service. The budgetary process commences early in the financial year,
providing detailed Medium Term Financial Projections (MTFPs) and identifying
new burdens and pressures. These projections are constantly under review
and the latest updates are attached as appendices to this report. These
projections, particularly the unavoidable service pressures and budget
developments, have been fully scrutinised by the OPCC and the PCP’s
Finance Sub-Committee.

7.

The 2019/20 budget setting round was the fourth and final year of the 2015
Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR) which, in common with the preceding
2010 and 2013 CSR periods, required the delivery of significant financial
efficiencies and budget reductions. It was anticipated that the next, CSR
2019, would take place in the summer of 2019, bringing a degree of certainty
over the short to medium term on police finances. However, the Brexit
uncertainty at that time delayed the next CSR until, at the earliest, summer
2020. Therefore, on 4th September 2019, a one year ‘Spending Round’ was
announced to deliver on the Prime Minister’s priorities – including health,
schools and the police.

8.

The Spending Round provided the Home Office (HO) with a 6.3% increase in
real terms to the Department’s resource budget between 2019/20 and
2020/21. In headline figures, this is the largest planned annual growth rate in
at least 15 years. In relation to policing, this growth will provide:
a) An extra £750m for policing has been committed to start the process of
recruiting an additional 20,000 Police Officers by March 2023 (known as
Operation Uplift). This £750m does not include capital grant, however
some of this money will be spent on capital items relating to the
recruitment of Police Officers, such as cars and uniforms.
The
Government has set a target of up to 6,000 new Police Officers by the end
of 2020/21. The first 6,000 Police Officers will be destined for territorial
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police forces, i.e. none of the first tranche of 6,000 will be allocated to
National Agencies such as the National Crime Agency (NCA). On the 6th
October 2019, Forces were notified of their allocations of this first tranche –
Gwent Police’s target will be to recruit an additional 62 Police Officers by
March 2021;
b) An additional £45m to start the immediate recruitment of the first 2,000 (of
the 6,000) Police Officers by March 2020 (although many of the additional
costs will be taken from the £750m the following year). The Commissioner
will receive £296k in 2019/20 to cover the cost incurred:
i

In recruiting additional Police Officers, including advertising,
recruitment, uniform, training and salary costs (this will not include costs
associated with backfilling existing posts);
ii In recruiting additional Police Staff, including advertising, recruitment,
uniform, training and salary costs (this will not include costs associated
with backfilling existing posts); and
iii Of additional kit necessary to support the uplift in Police Officers
(including Fleet, ICT, Estate costs, etc.).
c) The continuation of ‘flat cash’ pension grant.
Members of the PCP
(Members) will recall from last year’s equivalent report, that following a
revaluation of public sector pensions, police forces are facing increased
Police Officer pension costs of around £330m from 2019/20 onwards. As
part of the 2016 Pension Valuation, Her Majesty’s Treasury (HMT)
announced Public Sector Pension Valuation ‘Directions’, which served to
increase the employer’s contribution rate from 2019/20 for Public Sector
Pension Schemes (including the Police Pension Scheme). The main
change was the reduction to the ‘discount rate’, which is used to convert
future pension payments into present day value. This rate reflects the
Office for Budget Responsibility’s (OBR) view on the national economic
outlook, which in turn reflected a particularly uncertain period prior to
Brexit. The Chancellor of the Exchequer (Chancellor) was correct to
suggest at the Conservative Party Conference in October 2018, that any
agreement on Brexit would see an improvement on economic growth
predictions, however, put simply, markets like certainty. With the Brexit
position becoming clearer of late, there is (and was at the time) a strong
argument to say that using the amended rate as outlined below, risks
corrective action in the future when markets stabilise. The discount
rate was reduced from 3.0% to 2.4% (although a reduction to 2.8% was
contained in the 2016 Autumn Budget). The HO signalled at the time that
Police and Crime Commissioners would need to budget for the resultant
additional costs. Their share was valued at circa £302m in 2019/20, with
the ongoing funding of the full discount rate reduction beyond 2019/20
being considered as part of the CSR 2019 (which will now be CSR 2020).
The Government specifically allocated £153m to help the police pay for
these increased costs. Of this, £143m went directly to Police and Crime
Commissioners and £10m to counter terrorism policing and the NCA. As
can be seen however, only £143m of specific grant was provided to Police
and Crime Commissioners to offset additional costs of £302m – therefore,
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the extra direct funding in 2019/20 from Central Government Grant
(Formula) Funding to Police and Crime Commissioners of £146m, which
was intended to ensure that ‘every Police and Crime Commissioner sees
their Government grant funding protected in real terms’, was fully
consumed in meeting this shortfall, resulting in an overall shortfall of
funding from Government of around £13m nationally in 2019/20. In
relation to Gwent, the estimated increase in Police Officer employer
pension contributions in 2019/20 was £3.255m and our Central
Government Grant Funding was £1.501m (Gwent’s share of £146m) and
£1.325m (Gwent’s share of £143m), resulting in a shortfall to fund
pensions in 2019/20 of circa £429k. With Police Officers and Police Staff
receiving a 2.5% pay award in September 2019, coupled with a significant
number of Gwent Police Officers being new to the Police Service and
therefore receiving pay increments, the estimated pension shortfall
(assuming flat cash pension grant) has risen by £669k to £1.098m. This
shortfall was met from a contribution from the Commissioner’s Reserves
and Committed Funds and not from Council Tax Precept in 2019/20.
However, for the 2020/21 financial year, previously set aside
investment/development monies will now be utilised to meet this overall
shortfall. This issue may be further compounded if the Specific Pension
Grant is not placed on a recurrent basis at part of CSR 2020;
d) An extra £30m to safeguard children from sexual exploitation and abuse.
This additional resource will be used for cutting-edge technology to provide
the best intelligence and law enforcement capabilities to continue to target
‘the worst and most sophisticated offenders’. Details of how this funding
will be obtained and allocated are as yet unknown;
e) An increase in Counter Terrorism funding in line with inflation. The £160m
that was announced in the 2018 Budget will continue, with the goal of
maintaining current counter-terrorism capability and Police Officer
numbers. The full financial impact of this on Gwent Police is unknown at
this stage; and
f) £110m of additional funding as well as £65m of Official Development
Assistance (ODA) for the asylum system. There will also be a continuation
of the £150m funding for the Global Resettlement Programme.
9.

In relation to other related Government Departments, the Spending Round
announcement confirmed:
a) The budget for the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) has increased in real terms, by
4.9%. This additional funding is to start delivery on the £2.5bn commitment
to create an additional 10,000 prison places;
b) £100m has been made available to increase security in prisons with the
introduction of more ‘airport-style’ security scanners as well as mobile
phone detection and prevention technology; and anti-corruption and
intelligence operations;
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c) £55m of additional funding will be used to support the work of the 20,000
additional Police Officers and to support the ongoing reform of the
probation system to reduce reoffending rates and improve the quality of
post-custody supervision;
d) There has been 12.4% increase in real terms for the Law Officer’s
Department, with £80m of the increase for 2020/21 to be made available
for the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) to support the 20,000 additional
Police Officers;
e) A new youth investment fund. During the announcement, the Chancellor
stated that he visited the “Onside Youth Zone in Barking [and] it was a
brilliant example of how much Britain’s network of youth centres add to
their local communities.” He went on to say that he will be asking “DCMS
[Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport] to develop proposals for
a new youth investment fund and to set out plans to build more youth
centres, refurbish existing centres and deliver high quality services to
young people across the country”. Although the official documentation
does make reference to this issue, no further detail has been provided at
this time;
f) Fire and Rescue budgets (including the fire pension grant) will be protected
in real terms for 2020/21. This represents total funding of £2.1bn
(including council tax); and
g) HMT has made available over £6.3bn to prepare for Brexit, including
£2.1bn in August this year to increase ‘no deal’ preparations in critical
areas. This has allowed Departments and the devolved administrations to
step up vital operational preparations across the country, including for
border and customs operations; critical medical supplies; and support for
United Kingdom (UK) nationals abroad. In the event the UK leaves the
European Union (EU) without a deal, the Government has also guaranteed
funding for UK organisations in receipt of money from EU programmes, if
required. This Spending Round confirms £2bn of core funding provided to
Departments for Brexit in 2019/20 will be continued into 2020/21. This
money will be used to help pay for the costs of establishing a new
relationship with the EU and maintaining £480m of Brexit funding for the
HO in real terms, including continued funding for Border Force capability
and delivery of the EU Settlement Scheme.
10. The Spending Round announced that ‘The Government is committed to
tackling crime and keeping the UK’s streets safe. The UK needs a system fit
for the modern world in order to combat the highest harm crimes and the
organised criminals who feel they can operate with impunity. The additional
20,000 Police Officers will give police forces more capacity to tackle this
threat. However, given the scale and complexity of the threat, it is important to
understand the best way for the Government to respond. The Government will
therefore undertake a formal review of the powers, capabilities, governance
and funding needed across the policing and law enforcement landscape,
including the NCA and the wider justice system, to enable it to improve its
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response to SOC in all its forms. This will report in advance of Spending
Review 2020. The terms of reference for the review will be agreed between
HMT and HO and announced in due course.’
11. On 25th October 2019, the Chancellor, Rt. Hon. Sajid Javid MP, wrote to the
Treasury Select Committee to confirm that the Autumn Budget will not take
place on 6th November 2019. The original intentions for that date was based
on the expectation of the UK securing a deal and leaving the EU on the 31 st
October 2019. It was planned therefore that this would be the first Budget
after leaving the EU, setting out the plan to shape the economy for the future
and triggering the start of the ‘infrastructure revolution’. Conversely, in the
event of no deal, the Government would act quickly to outline its approach and
take early action to support the economy, businesses and households.
12. On the 7th January 2020 therefore, the Chancellor announced the 11th March
2020 as the date for his first Budget - the first since the General Election. The
Chancellor confirmed that billions of pounds will be invested in an
"infrastructure revolution in our great country", with HMT "prioritising the
environment" and reiterated a plan to make use of low borrowing rates to
spend on public services. He further announced that "There will be up to an
extra £100bn of investment in infrastructure over the next few years that will
be transformative for every part of our country. In the Budget, we will be
setting out how we are going to take advantage of all the huge opportunities
that Brexit will bring.”
13. The current uncertainty around police funding is therefore unprecedented.
Aside from the delay to the next CSR and the lack of an Autumn Budget
announcement, the HO (as a result of the General Election being called in
December 2019) have not been, nor will be in a position to issue a Provisional
2020/21 Police Funding Settlement (Provisional Settlement) by mid-December
2019 – as has been the case in previous years. Indeed, the HO will not be
issuing a Provisional Settlement at all, rather, issuing the Final 2020/21 Police
Funding Settlement (Final Settlement) sometime between mid-January and
mid-February 2020 (current expectations are the last week of January 2020).
14. At this time therefore, although the HO will be investing directly into additional
Police Officer numbers through Operation Uplift, on the basis that this funding
will be ring-fenced, it is anticipated that the delivery of significant financial
efficiencies and budget reductions will continue for the life of this Parliament
through subsequent CSRs. The lack of detail (normally contained in the
Provisional Settlement), adds weight to this expectation. Members will recall
that the Staying Ahead Programme was initiated by the Force to address the
efficiency requirements from previous CSRs and to the end of 2018/19, has
delivered cumulative recurring savings of £49.498m. The 2019/20 savings
target of a further £1.274m will be met this year through the continuing
success of the Staying Ahead Programme, which over recent years has
become core Force business within its Strategy, Performance and Change
Department.
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15. The future financial challenge to 2024/25 is exacerbated by the HO’s review of
the Police Funding Formula. By way of background, once the overall size of
the policing budget is determined by the HO (via the CSR), then the amount of
funding provided to respective Police and Crime Commissioners is determined
by the Police Funding Formula. It has been well publicised that the current
formula is out-dated, overly complex, opaque and in need of review. Following
a ‘false start’ to the review process during the latter half of 2015, the review
was brought back on track with a hope to produce its findings by
February/March 2017, with implementation for the 2018/19 financial year.
However, it is believed that with the significant implications of the Brexit
negotiations; the result of the ‘snap’ General Election in June 2017 (and
subsequent one); and the significant increase in the threat of terrorism, the
implementation has been delayed. Indeed, in the Provisional 2018/19 Police
Funding Settlement, which was announced in a Written Ministerial Statement
(WMS) by the Minister of State for Policing and the Fire Service Nick Hurd MP
(Minister) on Tuesday 19th December 2017, the Minister states: “I am grateful
for the work of the Core Grant Distribution Review, earlier this year, which
considered potential changes to the police funding formula. In the context of
changing demand and following my engagement with police leaders 1,
providing funding certainty for 2019/20 is my immediate priority. It is intended
that the funding formula will be revisited at the next Spending Review.” On
account of the 2019 CSR being delayed until 2020; the fact that no Provisional
Settlement will be forthcoming; and also that the Final Settlement will be
received (on latest expectations) at the end of January 2020, with no further
updates available, it is expected that once the work is restarted in early 2020
as part of CSR 2020 (following full consultation throughout 2021/22), it is
assumed that any impact will not occur until the 2022/23 financial year.
16. Importantly however, early exemplifications from the HO received during 2015
(showing the effect of the then revised Police Funding Formula being
suggested), identified a £6m cut in Central Government Grant Funding for
Gwent. It could be expected therefore, that the HO will continue with their
approach following the significant amount of work undertaken to date.
Therefore, from the 2022/23 financial year onwards, the Commissioner could
be faced with a £6m cash cut in addition to the underlying ‘real term’ cuts
forecast from the effect of the Government’s future approach to police funding.
It is also likely that this cut will not be actioned in one fell swoop, but
transitional arrangements will affect the cut over a number of financial years.
17. Alongside the annual Autumn Budget, the OBR publishes its Economic and
Fiscal Outlook (EFO), containing its forecasts for the economy and the public
finances. However, with the Chancellor cancelling his Autumn Budget, the
latest EFO was produced in Mach 2019, to accompany the Chancellor’s
Spring Statement. Caution must be exercised in the interpretation of this EFO,
as aside from them now being over 9 months old, they were produced against
the backdrop of considerable uncertainty over the next steps in the Brexit
process. With discussions in Brussels continuing and Parliament scheduled to
1

th

The Minister’s first visit in his programme of engagement was to Gwent on the 7 July 2017, where
he met the Commissioner, Deputy Commissioner, Chief Finance Officer, Chief of Staff and Assistant
Chief Constable.
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vote on various Brexit-related questions in the week of the Spring Statement,
the OBR had no meaningful basis for changing the broad-brush assumptions
that have underpinned their forecasts since the EU Referendum. So the EFO
continues to assume – consistent with Government policy at the time of
finalising this forecast – that the UK makes an orderly departure from the EU
on 29th March 2019 into a transition period that lasts to the end of 2020. A
position which holds true, albeit ten months later than originally planned. In
terms of economic and public spending headlines, the March EFO confirmed:
a) Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is predicted to grow by 1.2% in 2019. This
is 0.4 percentage points less than the 1.6% predicted in the 2018 Autumn
Budget. This said, although 2020 is forecast to be the same as previously
forecasted at 1.4%, both 2021 and 2022 growth forecasts have been
revised up from those in the 2019 Autumn Budget by 0.1 percentage points
respectively to 1.6% growth per annum (p.a.), remaining at this level in
2023 also (as per previously forecast);
b) Consumer Price Index (CPI) inflation has been revised down for each year
from 2020 to 2023 from the previous forecast. In 2019, CPI Inflation is now
forecasted at 2.1% (up 0.1 percentage points from the previous forecast);
this is expected to be followed by rates of 1.9% in 2020, increasing slightly
to 2.0% in 2021, 2022 and 2023;
c) Public Sector Net Debt (PSND) has now peaked as a share of GDP at
85.2% in 2016/17 and falls to 82.2% this financial year, 0.6% of GDP
below the 2018 Autumn Budget forecast. It is then forecast to be 79.0%,
74.9%, 74.0% and 73.0% from 2020/21 to 2023/24. This corresponds to
deficit forecasts of 1.3%, 0.9%, 0.7%, 0.6% and 0.5% of GDP for 2019/20
to 2023/24, significantly lower than previous forecasts. Borrowing is lower
in the near term than that planned in the 2017 Autumn Budget, 2018
Spring Statement and 2018 Autumn Budget; a trend that continues in the
medium term;
d) Consistent with surveys suggesting an easing in employment intentions,
the OBR expects the unemployment rate to rise marginally to 4.1 per cent
in 2019 as output falls below potential. They then expect it to fall back to
their estimate of its equilibrium of rate of 4 per cent by late 2022. This is a
marginally worse position than reported in October 2018 position, when the
rate was forecast to be just below 4.0% until 2023; and
e) Overall, council tax receipts, levels and taxbases are forecasted slightly
higher than the corresponding 2018 Autumn Budget forecasts (which were
higher again than corresponding 2018 Spring Statement forecasts). In
recent years the OBR’s council tax forecasts have been used in
determining the Police Settlements (i.e. collectively the Provisional and
Final Settlements). The forecasts for English Local Authority (and Police
and Crime Commissioner) areas have seen their tax base forecasts
increase, whilst the Welsh forecasts remain unchanged at a 0.8% forecast
annual rise.
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18. Aside from the relative information above, at this stage therefore, it can only
be assumed that Government Department spending plans set out in the CSR
2015 would remain in place and that the Minister’s intention to maintain
‘broadly flat’ Central Government Grant Funding in 2020/21 would be
honoured - however this was dependent upon the Police Service delivering
clear progress against agreed milestones on productivity and efficiency during
2019/20.

PROVISIONAL SETTLEMENT
19. As stated in paragraph 13 above, there has been no Provisional Settlement
and the Final Settlement is expected in the last week of January. As the HO
have been unable to produce a Provisional Settlement, in turn Welsh
Government (WG) are also unable to publish their Provisional Settlement.
Aside from the obvious difficulty in setting a budget without the level of Central
Government Grant Funding known, as a point of principle, the publication of
the annual Draft Police Grant Report (which includes the Provisional
Settlement) normally marks the start of the consultation period which ends in
the mid-January each year, with the Final Settlement being issued shortly after
this date. Therefore, there will be no consultation period this year.
20. The timing of the PCP meeting to consider the Commissioner’s Council Tax
Precept proposal (31st January 2019 with papers finalised by the 22nd January
2019) and the expected date of receipt of the Final Settlement (final week in
January 2020), means that it his highly likely that the receipt and detailed
analysis of the Final Settlement will only take place once this report is issued.
Therefore, the Chief Finance Officer will provide an addendum briefing to this
report (if this report is finalised prior to the receipt of the Final Settlement) to
update Members in time for the meeting.
21. However, key points of narrative arising from the Provisional Settlements in
previous years which, are currently anticipated to continue to influence the
2020/21 Police Settlement are highlighted in paragraphs 22 to 28 below.
22. Reallocations
An integral part of the Police Settlement identifies the movement in finances
from the overall national Government funding available for policing and crime
services, to what is actually allocated to individual Police and Crime
Commissioners. This movement takes account of ‘reallocations’ (previously
known as topslices), from the HO’s overall police and crime budget into other
parts of HO policing responsibilities. Each has an impact upon the amount of
funding ultimately awarded to Police and Crime Commissioners through the
Final Settlement and in 2019/20, reallocations totalled £1.029bn which
equated to a potential loss of £10.29m of Central Government Grant Funding
into Gwent (as a rule of thumb, the local financial impact (i.e. to the
Commissioner’s budget in Gwent) of any reallocated amount, equates to
roughly 1%). Reallocations are increasingly becoming a ‘double edged
sword’, for as much as they take away funding that could normally we
allocated directly to individual Commissioners, they can fund central initiatives
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that Commissioners will ultimately benefit from and in certain cases (such as
the Police Transformation Fund (PTF)) are acutely reliant on. The key
beneficiaries of these reallocations are the:
a) Major digital projects (£495m in 2019/20) designed to enhance police
digital capability, including developing a national approach to mobile digital
working. As the Government is expecting to see progress in this area
ahead of the next CSR, policing must demonstrate a real commitment to
deliver the benefits from mobile working. This progress has been apparent
during 2019/20, to the extent that significant cost pressures have been
emerging during this year (both in terms of investment costs and running
costs), proving concern that reallocations may grow to fund these
pressures;
b) PTF, which has been previously set at £175m, enabling forces to continue
to invest in enhanced efficiency and effectiveness. The Government
expects to support an improvement in the leadership and culture of
policing; the diversity of its workforce; protection of vulnerable people;
cross-force specialist capabilities; exploitation of new technology; and how
policing responds to changing threats. Perversely, current expectation is
that the PTF will be reduced next year, potentially to fund the HO’s own
2020/21 efficiency target of £120m. This potential reduction poses a
significant risk to Commissioners, as they will have a number of
transformational projects which have been dependent upon this funding for
number of years and will do also in the short to medium term. In order not
to waste this previous investment, Commissioners may wish to support the
projects going forward even if PTF monies cease. This is certainly the
case in Gwent, as the Commissioner has elected to support the Gwent
contribution to the All Wales Early Action Together Programme for at least
the next financial year, to assess the success (or otherwise) in the
innovative multi-agency approach to identify vulnerable people, intervene
early and keep them out of the criminal justice system;
c) Investment to strengthen the response to SOC (£90m in 2019/20). This
investment was designed to implement the new SOC Strategy, building
capabilities at national, regional and local levels. Although a ‘significant’
proportion was allocated directly to police forces; indeed, for the 2018/19
and 2019/20 financial years, the Force was successful in securing £245k
p.a. to provide co-ordination of SOC activities and to deliver community
resilience, direct intervention and strategic communications in Newport.
Dialogue is ongoing with the HO to ascertain if this funding will also be
available for the 2020/21 financial year also;
d) The discretionary Police Special Grant contingency fund (£73m in
2019/20), which supports forces facing significant and exceptional events,
which might otherwise place them at significant financial risk (for example,
helping forces respond to terrorist attacks); and
e) Finally, the HO tops-up NCA funding and Regional Organised Crime Unit
(ROCU) grants to ensure these are maintained at appropriate levels.
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2019/20 saw the Southern Wales ROCU receive PTF grant also. If the
PTF is cut as suggested at 21 a) ii above, the funding of this ROCU cost
pressure must be considered by the individual Police and Crime
Commissioners in Gwent, South Wales and Dyfed Powys Police Force
areas.
23. Recognition of Unique Demand
Within previous Police Settlements, the Metropolitan Police Service, through
the Greater London Authority, has received National and International Capital
City (NICC) grant funding (worth £185.3m in 2019/20). The City of London
Police also received NICC grant funding worth £4.8m in the same year. This
is in recognition of the unique and additional demands of policing the capital
city of the UK. No such allocation is provided in recognition of Cardiff’s status
as the capital city of Wales and the associated events held there that draw
resources from South Wales Police and its neighbouring forces. The HO have
been lobbied on this matter for a number of years, but considers the additional
demand that Cardiff’s status creates to be comparable with a large English city
such as Bristol. Furthermore, in a similar vein, the resultant demand upon
policing in Gwent as a result of the expansion of the International Convention
Centre for Wales at the Celtic Manor Resort, has been part of the dialogue
with the HO over recent months and years.
24. Government Rhetoric and ‘Headlines’
a) In the two financial years 2016/17 and 2017/18, the Government
‘maintained’ broadly ‘flat cash’ Police and Crime Commissioner budgets by
reducing Central Government Grant Funding as local Council Tax Precept
increased. Had the Government also taken that approach in the 2018/19
financial year, Central Government Grant Funding would have reduced by
over £60m (an impact of around £600k for Gwent). However, in
recognition of the increasing demands on policing, the Government altered
their approach for 2018/19 and ‘protected’ the Central Government Grant
Funding which ultimately reached Police and Crime Commissioners. This
meant that in 2018/19, each Police and Crime Commissioner received the
same amount of Central Government Grant Funding as they did in
2017/18. The Government’s intention to ‘protect’ Central Government
Grant Funding was therefore somewhat misleading, in that unavoidable
increases in policing expenditure, such as inflation, the lifting of the public
sector pay cap and specific service pressures, were met from a
combination of cashable efficiencies elsewhere in the budget and local
Council Tax Precept increases. The headline ‘standstill’ cash settlement in
2018/19 still amounted to a ‘real term’ cut in overall funding, even after the
increase in Council Tax Precept in 2018/19 was factored in. At that time,
the Minister also outlined his intention that in order to assist with more
efficient financial planning, he would provide Police and Crime
Commissioners and Chief Constables greater visibility on financial plans
for 2019/20. To this end, he made clear his intention to maintain ‘broadly
flat’ Central Government Grant Funding in 2019/20; however this was
dependent upon the Police Service delivering clear progress against
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agreed milestones on productivity and efficiency during 2018/19 and also
providing transparency on reserves;
b) When announcing the 2019/20 Provisional Settlement, the then Home
Secretary, the Rt. Hon. Sajid Javid MP confirmed “At the 2018/19
settlement, we announced increased funding and asked the police and
PCCs to make progress on efficiency, productivity, mobile digital working,
and financial transparency. In response, you developed a plan to make
commercial and back office savings, which you are on track to deliver; and
without exception, published financial reserves strategies”. To this end
therefore, the expectation was with the Police Service having kept their
side of the bargain, Central Government Grant Funding received by Police
and Crime Commissioners for 2019/20 would be broadly flat cash; and
c) However, the headlines from the Government for the 2019/20 Provisional
Settlement, of £970m additional funding for the Police Service,
appeared on the surface to be far more favourable than simply maintaining
broadly flat cash funding from Central Government Grant Funding.
However, on closer inspection, the £970m of additional funding was made
up of:
£509m as a result of additional council tax flexibility – Assuming all
Police and Crime Commissioners in England and Wales increased
Council Tax Precept by £24, through giving them the freedom to ask for
an additional £2 a month in 2019/20, to increase their Band D precept
by £24 in 2019/20 without the need to call a local referendum;
ii £161m additional Central Government Grant (Formula) Funding – As
outlined in paragraph 8 c) above, of the £146m of this amount which
came directly to Police and Crime Commissioners, this was used in its
entirety to offset increased Police Officer pension costs;
iii £153m of Specific Pension Grant – again, as paragraph 8 c) above
confirms, the £143m of this grant which found its way to Police and
Crime Commissioners was used in its entirety to offset increased Police
Officer pension costs;
iv £90m additional funding to tackle SOC – as highlighted earlier in this
report, this investment was designed to implement the new SOC
Strategy, building capabilities at national, regional and local levels.
Although a ‘significant’ proportion was earmarked to be allocated
directly to police forces, it is unknown at the time of writing how much
materialised at the individual Commissioner level.
However, as
highlighted in paragraph 22 c), for both the 2018/19 and 2019/20
financial years, the Force was successful in securing £245k p.a. from
this fund; and
v £59m additional funding for counter terrorism – Counter terrorism
policing is a national priority and its funding is ring-fenced. As
announced by the Chancellor in the 2018 Autumn Budget, funding for
counter terrorism policing will increase by £59m in 2019/20 to £816m,
which is £160m more than the Government planned at the last CSR
2015. The counter terrorism funding total includes £24m to boost the
number of firearms officers, known as the firearms uplift, which is also
i
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part of the PTF. Again, it is unknown at the time of writing how much
materialised at the individual Commissioner level.
25. As can be seen above, actual funding that would come comes directly to
Police and Crime Commissioners (i.e. excluding national work on SOC and
counter terrorism) amounted to £798m in 2019/20. When the funding received
through precept flexibility (£509m) is discounted (as this passes the burden of
funding to local taxpayers and assumes all Police and Crime Commissioners
raise Council Tax Precept by £24 p.a.) and the new additional costs of pension
changes (£302m) is factored in, local funding to Police and Crime
Commissioners across England and Wales was £13m short of maintaining flat
cash (£798m - £509m = £289m, then £289m - £302m = (£13m)).
26. These preceding paragraphs, although focussing on previous Police
Settlements, in the absence of the 2020/21 Provisional or Final Settlement at
the time of writing provide critical evidence in what ‘protecting’ or ‘investing’ in
policing at the Governmental level actually means in reality for individual
Commissioners. Therefore, although the Government’s narrative throughout
the Autumn is one of investing in additional Police Officer numbers and
increasing police powers, the financial implications are far from clear.
27. A further note of caution concerning the 2020/21 Police Settlement is the
perceived status by the Home Secretary, Policing Minister and HO on their
expected return for their ‘investment’ in policing over recent years and in
particular the precept flexibility granted in 2019/20. Members may recall that
this equivalent report last financial year articulated: “This settlement sets out
four priority areas to drive efficiency, productivity and effectiveness next year
to drive improvements in services to the public”:
a) On behalf of the taxpayer, the Government will expect to see continued
efficiency savings in 2019/20 through collective procurement and shared
services. We need to see national approaches to procuring forensics,
vehicles and basic equipment such as helmets, developed over the coming
year. And we will be setting an expectation that every force contributes
substantially to procurement savings; we will work with the police to agree
the right force level objectives for 2019/20 and 2020/21 in the coming
months. All forces should also contribute to the development of a new
commercial operating model over 2019/20;
b) We will expect major progress to resolve the challenges in investigative
resource identified by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire
and Rescue Services (HMICFRS), including recruiting more detectives to
tackle the shortfall. We will work with the College of Policing and the
National Police Chiefs’ Council to support forces to make this change by
accelerating their action plan on investigations, making full use of the
innovation offered by Police Now;
c) Forces will have to continue improving productivity, including through
smarter use of data, and digital capabilities including mobile working, with
an ambition to deliver £50m of productivity gains in 2019/20; and
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d) Furthermore, we expect forces to maintain a SOC response that spans the
identification and management of local threats as well as support for
national and regional priorities. This response should be built around the
disruption of local SOC threats alongside SOC prevention, safeguarding,
partnerships and community engagement.”
28. From Gwent Police’s viewpoint, the Police Service across England and Wales
has made great strides in a number of these initiatives, so future funding
should not be compromised through failure in their delivery. However,
conversely, their ultimate success could see opportunities to reduce future
Government funding for the police, as productivity improvements take hold.
29. Aside from the lack of a Police Settlement, a number of remaining specific
grants and external funding arrangements for 2020/21 are also yet to be
finalised (e.g. Counter Terrorism Specific Allocation (CTSA), Safety Camera
Enforcement Unit, Police Community Support Officer (PCSO) and local
partner schemes, etc.). This report has been prepared on the assumption that
funding will remain at the 2019/20 levels with the following exceptions and
points of note.
30. As mentioned previously in this report, the Commissioner is financially
exposed to a reduction or withdrawal of PTF money in relation to the Early
Action Together programme. In 2017/18, a multi-agency, All Wales bid was
successful in securing £6.875m over the 3 financial years to 2019/20, During
these three years, the Commissioner has been allocated £673k to deliver
Gwent’s approach in support of the National Programme. In addition to this
funding, the Commissioner has also provided in 2019/20 £268k to Blaenau
Gwent County Borough Council and Newport City Council from within his core
budget to build and embed upon the Early Action Together Programme in
Gwent. A business case for providing a sustainable model for 2020/21
onwards identifies a recurrent requirement of £339k p.a., assuming funding
current staff from the existing base budget and the removal of PTF monies.
This financial pressure is reflected on a recurrent basis in the MTFP.
31. In a similar vein to above, over 2018/29 and 2019/20 the Commissioner has
received HO SOC grant totalling £490k to deliver community resilience, direct
intervention and strategic communications in Newport. A business case for
providing a sustainable model for 2020/21 onwards identifies a recurrent
requirement of £270k p.a., assuming funding current staff from the existing
base budget and the removal of SOC monies. This financial pressure is
reflected on a non-recurrent basis in the MTFP.
32. Complementary to the above work, for the 2018/19 and 2019/20 financial
years, the four Welsh Forces were successful in obtaining £1.212m of HO
Early Intervention Youth Fund Grant to tackle (along with third sector partners)
the threat of serious violence to young people. This grant, coupled with the
Commissioner’s own investment into Gwent has totalled £230k. This financial
pressure is reflected on a non-recurrent basis in the MTFP.
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33. It was confirmed in the 2018/19 budget setting round, that WG funding of
£500k for Tarian (part of the ROCU of the three Southern Wales Police
Forces) was removed. This position has been further compounded in the
2019/20 financial year with further reductions in HO PTF funding into the
ROCU and additional cost pressures. This theme is forecast to continue into
the 2020/21 financial year with further cuts to HO PTF funding and additional
cost pressures. The resultant forecast funding shortfall of the ROCU for
2020/21 of £2.383m necessitates an additional contribution from Gwent in
both Police Officers and also a cash sum of £204k (over and above the £279k
in the 2019/20 financial year) to maintain capacity.
34. Furthermore, from 2020/21 onwards, WG funding for the All Wales Schools
Liaison Core Programme (AWSLCP) Police Officers in Gwent (£401k in
2019/20) may be withdrawn. The WG intention is to embed the substance
misuse element of the AWSLCP into changes to the schools’ curriculum.
Discussions are ongoing however between the four Welsh Forces and the WG
with regard to future provision and funding of this Programme.
35. The revenue support from the WG for Gwent’s Private Finance Initiative (PFI)
funded Ystrad Mynach Police Station and Custody Suite, totalling £511k in
2020/21, is excluded from the Provisional Settlement in any given year. As
reported in previous budget reports, over recent financial years, the
Commissioner has been in negotiations to undertake a voluntary termination
of the PFI scheme, thereby bringing the facility under the ownership and
control of the Commissioner and releasing cashable savings. Agreement has
now been reached and voluntary termination will take place in January 2020.
Negotiations have therefore taken place with WG around the continuation of
this revenue support once the contract is terminated. In recent months, the
WG confirmed the continuation of this funding, as it is provided to meet the
specific requirements of maintaining and running the facility.
36. Furthermore, 2020/21 funding for the 101 whole time equivalent (wte) WG
PCSOs is subject to a separate confirmation process, which is currently
estimated to amount to £3.384m. This figure represents flat cash from the
2019/20 financial year. A review of the role of the PCSO and its place in the
operational policing model is planned by the Force. Members will recall
reductions in the PCSO establishment over many years in those posts not
funded by WG, in order to meet austerity measures. Therefore, the review
may well conclude in additional re-investment in these posts if the business
need is satisfied.
37. It is also envisaged that a number of smaller specific grants will also end this
financial year, such as Cyber Crime Prevention (HO PTF – £16k) and the
Brexit Officer (WG – £82k). No financial provision has been made to continue
funding this activity in 2020/21 and beyond.
38. Since 2013/14, Police and Crime Commissioners have received MoJ funding
to provide services to victims of crime. For the 2019/20 financial year, the
Commissioner received £679k in grant which was used exclusively to support
Connect Gwent (the Victims’ Hub) and provide additional services for victims
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of crime. For the same reasons which have delayed the Police Settlement
from the HO, the Commissioner is yet to be notified of his 2020/21 allocation
from the MoJ. Suffice to say however, at best it is expected that this will be
the same as the 2019/20 allocation, thereby representing a real term cut. Due
to the importance of the service provided by Connect Gwent however, its
funding to maintain its purchasing power will be supplemented from the
Commissioner’s overall funding from HO, WG and Council Tax Precept.
39. The HO would normally have provided a Provisional Capital Allocation for
2020/21 at this stage. For planning purposes, the 2019/20 figure of £459k will
be estimated for 2020/21, which forms the basis of the draft Capital
Programme. It must be noted however, that this remains significantly lower
than that received as recently as 2014/15 (which was then £1.100m). This
continuing reduced allocation places a significant burden on Reserves and
Committed Funds as well as revenue budgets, as to maintain an appropriate
Capital Programme moving forward, the revenue budget will need to
contribute through a revenue contribution to capital or through new borrowing
costs. It should be noted that final allocations of Capital Grants will most likely
be published with the Final Settlement.
40. As articulated in paragraph 20 above, with such uncertainty regarding overall
Government Funding at the time of this report being drafted, the Chief Finance
Officer will provide an addendum to this report if clarity on funding and its
associated impact is received ahead of the meeting of the PCP on 31st
January 2020.
41. The latest MTFPs have therefore been updated on the assumptions contained
in the preceding paragraphs and indicate a budgetary deficit (before the
application of efficiency savings and contributions from Reserves and
Committed Funds) for the 2020/21 financial year of £1.207m (Appendix 1b,
Line 20), increasing to a budgetary deficit of £7.933m by 2024/25.

COUNCIL TAX ISSUES (Appendix 1a)
42. For 2020/21, it is assumed that legacy Council Tax Freeze grants and Local
Council Tax Support grants (totalling £507m in 2019/20) will continue to be
available to Police and Crime Commissioners in England. Alongside this, it is
unknown whether the Government will maintain, reduce or abolish the
flexibility to Police and Crime Commissioners in England to increase their
Band D Council Tax Precept by up to £24 p.a. in 2020/21 (as was the case in
2019/20), without the need to call a local referendum. Members will recall,
that 2019/20 saw the doubling of the flexibility of £12 p.a. that was available in
the 2018/19 financial year. Members will also recall that the Commissioner
was one of only three Police and Crime Commissioners across England and
Wales, who did not ‘take advantage’ of the full flexibility, instead, raising his
Council Tax Precept by only £16.69 p.a. (6.99%) to assist in funding an
‘honest and robust’ budget bid from the Chief Constable. As articulated in last
year’s report, a £24 p.a. increase in 2019/20 in Band D Council Tax Precept in
Gwent would have equated to a 10.05% increase.
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43. In Wales, council tax capping is the responsibility of Welsh Ministers. At the
time of writing, no further official announcement has been made by the WG in
relation to the levels of Council Tax Precept rises over the forthcoming years
which would be deemed unreasonable and therefore capped. Historically,
indications have been given that increases in Council Tax Precept for police
and crime purposes of up to 5% would not be considered unreasonable,
although for the purposes of parity, capping principles must be considered in
the light of any flexibility afforded to English counterparts in 2020/21.
44. It has also been assumed that there will be no further impact from the Council
Tax Support Scheme in Wales in 2020/21.
45. MTFPs that have previously been issued during this budget setting cycle have
assumed Council Tax Precept increases of 6.99% p.a. over the five year
projected period. The rationale for this figure was that at the January 2019
meeting of the PCP to consider the Commissioner’s Budget Requirement and
Council Tax Precept increase for 2019/20, the Commissioner gave assurance
that a 6.99% Council Tax Precept increase through the life of the current
MTFP, would maintain the Police Officer investment of around 170 new Police
Officer posts in Gwent Police since 2016 (of which forty ‘police resources’
were agreed for 2019/20). This pragmatic and longer term approach to local
funding, allowed the Commissioner (as articulated above), not to take
‘advantage’ of the local precept flexibility of £24 p.a. in 2019/20. In planning to
honour the arrangements discussed in January 2019, the 6.99% increase for
2020/21 (which equates to an extra £1.49 per month (£17.86 per year) for the
average band D property) is reflected in this budget proposal and goes some
considerable way in meeting the Chief Constable’s bid in order to:
a) Meet existing and increasing demand;
b) Maintain Police Officer numbers; and
c) Minimise any impact on frontline service delivery.
The budget proposal also confirms council tax base growth in 2020/21 of
1.13% (higher than the local estimates of 0.86% and the OBR estimate of
0.8%).
46. However, the Council Tax Precept increase for 2020/21 only partly meets the
requirements contained in the Chief Constable’s budget bid (which was
formally received and scrutinised at the Commissioner’s Strategy and
Performance Board on the 26th November 2019). Even with a Council Tax
Precept increase of 6.99% in 2020/21, a recurrent deficit of £1.207m still
exists, due largely in part to two factors:
a) During the 2019/20 financial year, it has become clearly apparent that as a
result of significant investment in around 170 new Police Officer posts
since 2016, the implications on Police Staff posts to directly support
frontline service delivery was not fully assessed. In order to appropriately
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support Police Officer posts, Police Staff investment in the following areas
has been required:
i

ii

Front Line Functions:
 Police Staff Investigators;
 Public Protection Unit (PPU);
 Cyber Crime Unit;
 Force Control Room; and
 Criminal Justice.
Support Functions:
 Learning and Development;
 Business Change and Performance;
 Estate Department; and
 Finance Department.

To this end, during 2019/20 the Police Staff establishment has warranted
growth of 45 wte to 746 wte. This was not clearly apparent during the
2019/20 budget setting round, as the ongoing programme of Service
Improvement reviews had not concluded the correct levels of
establishment in key areas. It must be noted however, that the increase in
roles represents a ratio of one new Police Staff role to four new Police
Officer roles established in the past four years; and reflects the role Police
Staff play in supporting the delivery of policing services to the public; and
b) The current uncertainty on overall Government funding contributes to the
deficit position. Importantly however, the proposed Council Tax Precept
increase does not ‘underwrite’ the current uncertainty with regard to
Government Funding.
47. As neither of the above factors have been reflected in the proposed
Council Tax Precept increase, the Chief Constable’s bid confirms a
recurrent financial deficit in 2020/21 of £1.207m (before the application of
efficiency savings – £668k afterwards), which therefore requires the
utilisation of £668k of Reserves and Committed Funds to balance the
budget. This unsustainable position continues to compound resulting in
a remaining recurrent deficit after efficiency savings in 2024/25 of
£6.257m. There is a strong argument however, that the first factor in
paragraph 46 above (if there are no ‘real’ increases in Central
Government Grant), could be met by an additional Council Tax Precept
increase over and above 6.99%.
48. Therefore, as it stands currently these deficits will be met in the short term by
a combination of:
a) Better than expected levels of Government Grant;
b) Funding expenditure non-recurrently;
c) Risk managing expenditure; or
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d) Driving out further efficiencies (although this will be significantly
constrained by virtue of Operation Uplift – see paragraph 81 a) i).
49. Whilst the 6.99% increase enables the Commissioner to set a balanced
budget in 2020/21, this is only after taking account of £539k of efficiency
schemes and more importantly, a contribution from Reserves and Committed
Funds of £668k. Whilst it may be necessary to balance a budget in one
financial year through the use of Reserves and Committed Funds, this
application of one-off funding to a recurrent deficit is not sustainable.
Members will note that the current MTFP calls upon Reserves and Committed
Funds to balance the budget over the next two financial years up to 2021/22.
For 2020/21 however, if the contribution from Reserves and Committed Funds
were replaced by Council Tax Precept funding, the 2020/21 proposed Council
Tax Precept would be 8.17% 1.18% over and above the current proposal of
6.99%.
50. The Commissioner’s proposed Council Tax Precept increase, comfortably
reflects the results of the public engagement exercise (see paragraphs 53 to
76 below); and the Commissioner’s view as to the affordability of Council Tax
Precept increases on the residents of Gwent. Indeed, if the Commissioner
were minded to increase his Council Tax Precept proposal to 8.17% as
outlined above, this would also be agreement with the majority of the surveyed
public opinion. The detailed policing justification for the increase in the
Council Tax Precept of at least 6.99% to accommodate the requirements in
the Chief Constable’s bid, are articulated in paragraphs 85 to 89 below.
51. For future years, the Council Tax Precept remains at 6.99% p.a. and the
council tax base growth has been estimated at 0.87% – the underlying
average over recent years. The Council Tax Precept is set at this level
moving forward primarily in order to maintain the significant investment in
Police Officer numbers since 2016/17, in order to meet the complex changes
in policing demand. However, as paragraphs 46 and 47 demonstrate, once
the certainty on overall Government Funding is known, this assumption may
need revisiting in subsequent budget setting rounds.
52. Appendix 1a shows the impact that incremental changes on the Council Tax
Precept rate would have on funding assumptions for 2020/21. As noted above
in paragraphs 14 and 18, originally, the Chancellor’s overarching CSR strategy
in relation to policing assumed that the ‘maximisation’ of increases in Council
Tax Precept year on year over that Parliament, coupled with consistent
national council tax base growth, would ‘maintain’ Police and Crime
Commissioner’s cash budgets. This has moved on somewhat with the
2018/19 financial year seeing Police and Crime Commissioner’s ‘flat cash
budgets’ being ‘maintained’ by Central Government Grant Funding alone and
the 2019/20 Police Settlement providing an increase in Central Government
Grant Funding, which when added to Specific Pension Grant was consumed
in totality in meeting increased Police Officer Pension costs. This new
emerging position therefore, still continues to ignore the costs of new service
pressures and budget developments and importantly, the impact of revisions
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to the Police Funding Formula; which will need to be met by a combination of
efficiency scheme savings and importantly Council Tax Precept growth, a
point which Government had clearly recognised by virtue of allowing increased
Council Tax Precept flexibility of up to £24 p.a. in 2019/20.
53. To support the Commissioner’s financial planning and to meet statutory
requirements, the OPCC ran a specific engagement exercise regarding the
proposed Council Tax Precept increase from 14th October 2019 to 12th
January 2020. This was a total of thirteen weeks compared to nine weeks for
the equivalent exercise last year. However, due to the General Election in
December 2019, six of these weeks occurred during the ‘pre-election period’,
which limited communications throughout this period.
54. The above engagement exercise had a dual approach: a series of twenty five
face-to-face engagement events (which included survey questions) across all
Local Authorities was complemented with an online survey. This approach
was necessary, as in order to engage with a sufficient number of people to
provide a representative sample of the population of Gwent; and to then
provide these people with the maximum available timeframe of purposeful
engagement (thirteen weeks including the festive period), a dual approach
was required.
55. In order to provide the maximum engagement opportunity, it was determined
that the engagement exercise would be launched in advance of receiving the
Chief Constable’s Budget Bid (received 26th November 2019) and the
expected date of a Provisional Settlement (mid to late December 2019).
Therefore, when the surveys were launched (14th October 2018), it was based,
as a minimum, upon estimated financial projections and assumed Council Tax
Precept increases of 6.99% p.a. over the MTFP, in order to attempt to
maintain Police Officer investment over recent years. However, with a
significant amount of financial detail yet to be received by the Commissioner,
in order to provide a degree of ‘headroom’ in setting the Council Tax Precept,
the residents of Gwent were asked the following key question:
“Would you support the principle of a £2 a month increase on your council tax
(based on a band D property) to maintain policing provision at current levels?”
A £2 a month increase equates to a rise of 9.39% p.a. The proposed Council
Tax Precept increase of 6.99% equates to a monthly rise of £1.49.
56. The surveys included information detailing how the increase in Council Tax
Precept would support the Force and conversely, if the increase was not
supported, what the impact upon policing in Gwent would be.
57. The online survey was proactively and repeatedly publicised via social media,
local press and the Commissioner’s website. In addition to this, public
partners and third sector organisations shared the posts with their audiences
via their social media channels, websites, internal staff bulletins and external
e-newsletters.
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58. The total combined online reach of survey posts on the OPCC’s channels (and
via the OPCC’s ebulletin) was almost 38,000. It was also sent out to over
58,000 people via Gwent Now. This totals a reach of 96,000 compared to
over 104,000 last year.
59. As mentioned above, the main focus of this year’s surveying was face-to-face
engagement. This approach was part of a wider drive by the OPCC to
increase public awareness and understanding of the Commissioner’s role and
responsibilities; encourage people to give their views on policing; and
establish and grow effective working relationships with partners and
stakeholders.
60. In addition to the above engagement exercise, which focussed exclusively on
the proposed Council Tax Precept, the OPCC attended more than twenty
community engagement events over the summer period. The purpose of
attending these was to increase visibility and opportunities for members of the
public to engage with the OPCC in large-scale community settings,
highlighting the core functions and purposes of the OPCC. However, at eight
of the events, the OPCC also utilised these opportunities to survey people on
a number of topics, including the Council Tax Precept.
61. The approach of sustained face-to-face engagement, starting at the Maindee
Festival on 6th July 2019 and ending in Usk on the 8th January 2020, allowed
consistent ‘pulse-testing’ of public opinion on the proposed Council Tax
Precept increase and associated influences. It also allowing greater visibility
and the opportunity to engage with people about their police and crime
priorities. This is a significantly more efficient and holistic approach to
engagement than in previous years.
62. The venues for all the face-to-face engagements were chosen as areas of
high footfall for their area, with good accessibility.
63. In terms of the engagement work specifically arranged around Council Tax
Precept surveying, the OPCC attended twenty five events (nineteen in
2019/20) across Gwent between October 2019 and January 2020. Of these,
four dedicated events were delivered in each Local Authority area (20 in total).
The OPCC also attended five additional events to which it was invited (for
example, the Gwent Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) regional forum
event).
64. This planned Council Tax Precept engagement saw the OPCC carry out
seven engagement events on Saturdays – one in each Local Authority area,
plus attendance at two additional events organised by public sector partners.
65. In total, this saw the OPCC carry out one hundred and forty five hours of
engagement as part of the Council Tax Precept surveying. In addition to this,
surveys were undertaken at the eight summer events, meaning an additional
forty hours of engagement.
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66. Combined, this resulted in 1,730 people answering the Council Tax Precept
question, “Would you support the principle of a £2 a month increase on your
council tax (based on a band D property) to maintain policing provision at
current levels?”
67. Overall, the survey was conducted bilingually in both electronic (online) and
paper format. In total, 1,693 were received through the medium of English
and 37 in Welsh. Last year there were 21 Welsh language submissions. The
increase was due to proactively promoting the survey through Welsh
Language networks in Gwent.
68. Furthermore, respondents were asked if they live in Gwent and, if so, in which
Local Authority area. Equality information was also collected, and of the
people who chose to complete the equalities questions, 77 said they were
BAME (4.63%). The average BAME population of Gwent is 4.57% (Office for
National Statistics (ONS) September 2019). In addition to this, 37 people
(2.2%) described themselves as White Irish or White Any Other Background.
Furthermore, in total, 17.5% of all respondents stated that they considered
themselves to have a disability.
69. It was agreed prior to the launch of the engagement exercise that a
representative sample size of 600 would be used, across the total of both
approaches (online and face-to-face), based on the entire population of
Gwent. This sample size provided the OPCC with a 95% confidence level that
the answers received would be within +/- 4% margin of error on the actual
results.
70. As stated above, a total of 1,730 responses were received by the closing date.
Of these, 1,707 were from Gwent residents, meaning a representative sample
was achieved. In fact, due to the high level of response, the survey achieved
a 99% confidence level that the answers received would be within +/- 4%
margin of error on the actual results. For comparison, the 2019/20 and
2018/19 surveys managed representative samples with of 1,875 and 609
responses respectively; this was not the case in years prior to these.
71. Of the 1,707 respondents who were Gwent residents:
a) 845 completed the survey face-to-face during the Council Tax Precept
specific engagement events between October 2019 and January 2020;
b) 640 completed the survey online between October 2019 and January
2020; and
c) 222 completed the survey face-to-face during the summer engagement
events.
72. The findings based solely on the returns from Gwent residents were:
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a) 629 (74.4%) of the face-to-face respondents during the Council Tax
Precept specific engagement events supported the principle of up to a £2
per month increase;
b) 112 (13.3%) of the face-to-face respondents during the Council Tax
Precept specific engagement events would not support the principle of up
to a £2 per month increase;
c) 104 (12.3%) of the face-to-face respondents during the Council Tax
Precept specific engagement events were unsure;
d) 355 (55.5%) of the online respondents supported the principle of a £2 per
month increase;
e) 237 (37.0%) of the online respondents would not support the principle of a
£2 per month increase;
f) 48 (7.5%) of the online respondents were unsure;
g) 152 (68.5%) of the face-to-face respondents during the summer
engagement events supported the principle of up to a £2 per month
increase;
h) 42 (18.9%) of the face-to-face respondents during the summer
engagement events would not support the principle of up to a £2 per month
increase; and
i) 28 (12.6%) of the face-to-face respondents during the summer
engagement events were unsure.
73. Combining the three sources of responses outlined above, the overall position
was 1,136 (66.6%) in favour, 391 (22.9%) against and 180 (10.5%) unsure.
74. From a prudent perspective, taking into account a negative swing in the
margin of error (- 4% on the actual results), an increase in Council Tax
Precept of £2 per month was supported by the majority of people who took
part. Importantly, the ability to provide more information at the face-to
face encounters resulted in a significantly greater percentage of
respondents supporting the increase in Council Tax Precept of up to £2
per month. Members should note, that the Commissioner’s 6.99% proposed
increase in the Council Tax Precept amounts to only an additional £1.49 per
month for a Band D household i.e. only 75% of the increase supported by the
majority of residents in Gwent. Most of the feedback, both verbally and in
writing, wanted to see more police on the streets. Respondents either
supported an increase in the Council Tax Precept for this reason, or said they
didn’t support it as it wouldn’t result in more Police Officers. However, as
explained throughout this report, the increase in Council Tax Precept is
designed to maintain previous investment in Police Officers.
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75. Respondents were also given the opportunity to provide extra comments in
relation to the Council Tax Precept increase question. The most popular
comments received are below:
a) “Lack of visibility of police in their area;
b) Pay too much council tax already;
c) Can’t afford it;
d) Already pay enough in tax to the Government;
e) Support the principle of more Police Officers on the streets;
f) Would be willing to pay more than £2 per month; and
g) The money should come from UK Government and not from local council
tax payers.”
76. Whilst these findings of the engagement exercise are instrumental in assisting
the Commissioner in setting his Council Tax Precept for 2020/21, the
comments provided in the ‘free text’ element contain invaluable feedback to
both the Commissioner and Chief Constable. As such, a detailed report is
being prepared on this exercise which will be considered at the OPCC
Management Board on 23rd January 2020.

MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS 2020/21 to 2024/25 (Appendix 1b)
77. The latest MTFP is shown at Appendix 1b and the detailed assumptions,
service pressures, budget developments, budgetary savings and efficiency
schemes which support the projections, are provided at Appendices 2, 3, 4, 5a
and 5b.
78. Members will note that although a balanced budget (after efficiency savings
and a contribution from Reserves and Committed Funds) could be achieved in
2020/21, this is to the backdrop of sustaining £50.772m of cumulative
efficiency savings already accounted for, up to and including 2019/20; the
delivery of £539k of savings in 2020/21; and future funding uncertainties such
as Operation Uplift and the Apprenticeship Levy to assist in implementing of
the Police Education Qualifications Framework (PEQF). Moving forward,
reflecting the best estimates of the 2020/21 Police Settlement; estimating the
impact of CSR 2020, Operation Uplift, Brexit and the Police Funding Formula
review; and coupled with internal assumptions beyond this, present further
funding pressures. It is forecast therefore, that this will form a recurring
funding deficit (after future planned efficiency savings) of £6.257m by 2024/25.
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FUNDING ASSUMPTIONS (Appendix 2)
79. The following funding bases and assumptions (Appendix 2) have been
incorporated within the current MTFP:
a) Central Government Grant Funding (HO/WG):
i

Funding standstill (i.e. flat cash) on Central Government Grant Funding
for 2020/21 and beyond – this therefore does not take account of
growth in future reallocations (as seen between 2017/18, 2018/19 and
2019/20) and also the inherent risk in the sustainability of public
finances in the current economic turmoil, particularly with reference to
Brexit and CSR 2020. It also assumes that Operation Uplift funding will
be cost neutral in the medium term;
ii The revision of the Police Funding Formula from 2022/23, (postponed
from the original expected date of 2016/17), results in a £6m reduction
in central funding across three years to 2024/25. This remains a real
and present threat as within the latest intelligence received from the
2019/20 Provisional Settlement, the Minister stated “This is the last
settlement before the next Spending Review, which will set long term
police budgets and look at how resources are allocated fairly across
police forces”; and
iii Specific Grants, which have yet to be confirmed, have been assessed
to remain at 2019/20 levels; provisionally indicated amounts; or
removed as per the narrative earlier in this report. The exception to this
is the Specific Pension Grant of £1.325m received in 2019/20 (and
expected also in 2020/21). As this did not form part of core Central
Government Grant Funding in 2019/20 and also that future funding of
the increased Police Officer pension costs will form part of the CSR
2020 deliberations, it would not be prudent to assume that this funding
stream is recurrent.
b) Council Tax Precept and Base:
i

ii

An increase in Council Tax Precept of 6.99% in 2020/21 and thereafter
to 2024/25. This growth is required to part–fund not only the
maintenance of a full Police Officer and PCSO establishment, but
contribute to necessary growth in Police Staff posts in 2019/20 and also
unavoidable service pressures throughout the MTFP. This Council Tax
Precept increase is insufficient, however, to counter the effect of flat
cash Central Government Grant Funding moving forward, nor the £6m
reduction from the revision to the Police Funding Formula. These
variables have all been incorporated into the MTFP at Appendix 1b;
and
The council tax base, i.e. the Band D equivalent number of properties
upon which the Council Tax Precept is levied, will increase in 2020/21
by 1.13%, nearly a third higher than the 0.86% estimate based on the
preceding three years. It has been assumed that for 2021/22 onwards,
the council tax base growth will continue at a rate of 0.87% (the
average of the preceding three years).
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EXPENDITURE ASSUMPTIONS (Appendices 2, 3 and 4)
80. The pay and non-pay cashable efficiency target for 2019/20 of £1.274m will be
met and furthermore, budget reductions of £1.853m have been identified for
2020/21. Both these amounts have been fully recognised in the 2020/21 base
expenditure budget and the MTFP reflects the impact of these
savings/reductions moving forward. The 2020/21 Staying Ahead efficiency
scheme target of £539k will be delivered through the year.
81. In terms of the largest area of spend, Police Officer, PCSO and Police Staff
establishments have been set at current authorised levels as determined by
the Staying Ahead Programme, then refined for future expected leavers,
efficiency schemes and recruitment plans. In summary:
a) Police Officer Establishments:
i

The MTFP plans towards a sustainable operational policing model by
2023/24 of 1,463.50 wte, reflecting the investment in Police Officer
numbers funded by Council Tax Precept growth over 2016/17, 2017/18,
2018/19 and 2019/20 and also Police Officer investment by virtue of
Operation Uplift from 2019/20 to 2022/23. At the 31st March 2020, the
estimated actual numbers of Police Officers will be 1,318 wte.
Members will recall that the budgeted establishments in preceding
years stood at 1,330 wte in 2019/20, 1,282 wte in 2018/19, 1,236 wte in
2017/18 and 1,196 wte in 2016/17, therefore the Commissioner and
Chief Constable have tangibly invested additional Council Tax Precept
into frontline policing delivery. Members will also note that to meet this
budgeted establishment, throughout 2016/17, 2017/18 2018/19 and
2019/20, the Force will have recruited over 450 new Police Officers to
replace not only those who have left, but also to new posts to tackle
new and emergent demand. It is the Commissioner and Chief
Constable’s intentions to maintain Police Officer numbers over the
medium term, only reducing them as a last resort if efficiency schemes
from other conventional areas of policing demand as per the HMICFRS
Value For Money (VFM) Profiles (see paragraphs 92 to 97) fail to
deliver savings to meet the recurrent deficit. This said however, the
requirements of the Operation Uplift funding necessitated forces to
submit baseline establishments from which the Operation Uplift Police
Officer numbers could be measured from – to reduce this baseline
therefore, by virtue of the need to make efficiency savings, may not be
tolerated by the HO. This is an issue which will need careful
negotiation.
Recruitment of 112 probationer Police Officers is
scheduled throughout 2020/21 to replace natural vacancies in the
agreed operational policing model and also new Police Officers funded
through Operation Uplift. Maintenance and review of the Police Officer
establishment is a core component of the Staying Ahead Programme,
therefore recruitment requirements will be constantly under review and
will be necessary to meet particular specialist needs and to support
longer-term sustainability.
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b) Police Staff Establishments:
i

ii

The Police Staff establishment will need to complement and support the
operational policing model and as noted in paragraph 46 a) above, the
Police Staff establishment has not kept abreast with the growth in the
Police Officer establishment over recent years. Design of the Police
Staff establishment continues to be developed through the Staying
Ahead Programme, with the budgeted establishment in the MTFP of
746 wte in 2020/21, peaking at 758 in 2020/21 before returning to an
operating base of 739 up to 2024/25 (excluding PCSOs). The 2019/20
budgeted establishment was 677 wte). At the 31st December 2019, the
actual numbers of Police Staff was 674 wte, supplemented by a further
67 wte agency staff (therefore 64 wte over the 2019/20 budgeted
establishment or 3 wte under excluding agency staff). Importantly,
including agency staff, brings the Police Staff establishment very close
(5 wte under) to the 2020/21 budgeted Police Staff Establishment of
746 wte. This agency staff flexibility has been designed to facilitate the
delivery of the Staying Ahead Programme’s efficiency schemes
throughout the MTFP, whose programme of work will determine the
affordable and therefore sustainable Police Staff establishment moving
forward. However, the narrative in this report confirms that these
agency roles are undertaking duties to support frontline policing work
(e.g. Major Incident Team Support Officers (MITSOs)), necessitating an
acknowledgement that the Police Staff establishment needs to keep
pace with the growth in the Police Officer establishment. This position
will be amplified with the recruitment of Operation Uplift Police Officers,
although there is an expectation that funding will also be available to
recruit the associated Police Staff also; and
The actual PCSO establishment at 31st December 2019 was 127 wte
compared to a budgeted establishment of 132 wte for the start of the
2020/21 financial year (132 wte for 2019/20). Plans are already in
place to recruit PCSOs in order to reach establishment for the start of
the 2020/21 financial year and to also counter natural wastage,
particularly into Police Officer roles. As mentioned previously in this
report, the role and functions of the PCSO will be subject to a formal
review by the Force to ascertain their place in the operational policing
model, therefore the future establishment may rise over subsequent
years to complement the WG investment into 101 wte PCSOs.

82. The assumptions for pay awards, allowances, enhancements and non-staff
inflation have been revised to those used in the 2019/20 budget setting round.
They have been thoroughly scrutinised throughout the budget preparation and
are as follows:
a) Pay awards, allowances, enhancements etc.:
i

Pay Award for Police Officers and Police Staff in 2020/21 is 2.5% and
remaining at this amount throughout the MTFP, on account of the
removal of the Public Sector pay cap for the Police Service and the
2.5% pay award received in September 2019. However, the Police
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ii

Federation of England and Wales has called the 2019/20 2.5% pay
award for Police Officers “a small step in the right direction”, but has
demanded the Government must do more to make up for years of realterms pay cuts; and
Aside from the increased employer contribution rates as a result of the
revaluation of the public sector pensions (including Police Officer
pensions) considered extensively in this report thus far, the LGPS has
also undergone its triennial revaluation in 2016 (reported March 2017).
2018/19 saw Police Staff (including PCSOs) employer contributions rise
by 1% to 16.8% with a further rise of 1% to 17.8% in 2019/20. By
accepting these increases, the rate of 17.8% is set until the end of
2022/23 financial year.

b) Non-staff inflation (2020/21 to 2024/25):
General – 2% throughout the MTFP, which although slightly higher than
currently forecast CPI, provides for Brexit uncertainty;
ii Utilities – limited to 4%; and
iii Fuel – limited to 3%.
i

83. Base expenditure service pressures and budget developments that have been
identified during the detailed budget preparation, which are not able to be
absorbed within the existing budgets, have been incorporated. These are
shown at Appendix 4. Members will note these marginal increases on base
budgets, however, paragraphs 85 to 89 below draw out not only these, but the
demands and pressures that are being absorbed by existing base budgets,
such as that for Police Officers and also the ‘case’ for continuing to invest in
Police Officer and PCSO numbers moving forward through the delivery of
recurrent efficiency schemes and increases in Council Tax Precept.
84. Additional borrowing revenue costs for capital investment have been reflected
to help fund the Commissioner’s Capital Programme. This amounts to
revenue interest charges of £474k p.a. in 2021/22 cumulating to £2.308m p.a.
by 2024/25, as borrowing is undertaken to fund the future Capital Programme
as the Commissioner’s Reserves and Committed Funds become fully utilised.
This is to the backdrop of the significant disinvestment of capital funding by the
Government and the finite nature of the Commissioner’s Reserves and other
Committed Funds. The full funding of the capital strategies is discussed within
the ‘Reserves and Committed Funds‘ section of this report.
85. As discussed previously, the Commissioner received the Chief Constable’s
2020/21 budget bid on 26th November 2019, which commenced a period of
robust scrutiny and testing by the OPCC with the Force’s Chief Officer Team.
Subsequently, a presentation based on the agreed budget bid was presented
to Members on the 16th December 2019, as a core part of setting the Finance
Strategy, Council Tax Precept and 2020/21 budget.
86. The context of the Force’s bid, was very much about planning for the future.
The Force needs to continue positioning itself to deliver the Commissioner’s
Police and Crime Plan 2017/21 (whilst acknowledging that there will be Police
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and Crime Commissioner elections on May 2020) and the Policing Vision
2025, both to the backdrop of continuing austerity; increasing unavoidable
service pressures (Appendix 4); policing more complex crime types and
policing in the digital age.
87. The 2020/21 areas of focus remain constant with those outlined in the Chief
Constable’s 2019/20 bid, providing a high level of consistency for the Force
over the medium term. The context and drivers for the Chief Constable’s bid
for 2020/21 are discussed below:
a) Delivering the Six Strands of the Policing Vision 2025
Local Policing – The Force continues to tailor Local Policing to society's
complex and diverse needs, continually balancing the:
 Capacity and capability of Police Officers and Police Staff;
 Requirements for warranted powers;
 Visibility of Police Officers against dealing with non-visible crime;
 Requirements and ability to maintain community cohesion; and
 The need to focus on prevention and intervention e.g. the
programme of work to deal with ‘Adverse Childhood Experiences
(ACEs), through the multi-agency Early Action Together
programme.
ii Specialist Capabilities – To better protect the public, the Force will
enhance its response to new and complex threats and will develop its
network and the way it delivers specialist capabilities by reinforcing and
connecting policing locally, nationally and beyond;
iii Workforce – By 2025 policing will be a profession with a more
representative workforce that will align the right skills, powers and
experience to meet challenging requirements; thereby retaining a
workforce that is able to operate with a high degree of autonomy and
accountability;
iv Digital Policing – Digital policing will make it easier and more consistent
for the public to make digital contact; improve the Force’s use of digital
intelligence and evidence; and ensure the Force can transfer all
material in a digital format to the Criminal Justice System;
v Enabling Business Delivery – Police forces and partners working
together in a consistent manner to enable joined up service delivery;
and
vi Governance and Accountability – Ensuring clear accountability
arrangements to support policing at the local, regional and national
levels.
i

b) Improving the Quality of Service Whilst Delivering Efficiencies
i

Since 2009/10, the Force has been on a journey that has continuously
focussed on improving the quality of the service provided to the public,
whilst at the same time making (and sustaining) nearly £51m of
efficiency savings in light of the austerity challenges that have and
continue to face policing;
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ii

Within the last 30 months, the journey has been one of re-shaping
services where there has been an increase in demand and more
importantly increased risk to the public;
iii In 2017/18 the resources were focussed on Risk, Harm and Threat to
ensure the public of Gwent are safe and included investment in:
 Public Protection and Vulnerability;
 Cyber Crime; and
 Mental Health Services.
iv During 2018/19, resources have been focussed on development and
innovation including:
 Investing in People – Recruitment, Wellbeing/Occupational Health
and Learning and Development;
 Custody Provision;
 First Point of Contact (FPOC); and
 Digital Policing.
v During 2019/20, resources have been focussed on the following
programmes of change:
 Digital and ICT solutions – See paragraph 87 f) below for further
detail;
 Review of the operational policing model – Following completion of
the FPOC project the previous year this work is reviewing the
demand upon Response Police Officers; assessing the impact of
demand management services; and determining the policing
capacity to respond to service in a timely manner. This work will be
supported by the commissioned support for which reference will be
made to the National Review ‘Front Line Review’ and the Home
Affairs Select Committee ‘Policing for the Future’;
 Implementing the Investigation Strategy – This will complete the
rollout of the Investigation Strategy (see paragraph 87 c) vii for
further detail);
 Developing the Criminal Investigation Department (CID) Services
within the PPU – The business case approved in November 2018
confirmed the requirement for an additional 30 detectives to ensure
that crimes are investigated with appropriately trained and
resourced teams, without the need to transfer resources from
Neighbourhood or Response teams;
 Neighbourhood Strategy – The Neighbourhood Policing Delivery
Plan will provide clarity on the roles and responsibilities of
neighbourhood teams including PCSOs and Station Enquiry Officers
that support policing in our communities; and
 New Headquarters (HQ) and Associated Projects – The design and
tender process of the new HQ has completed and the project is now
in construction stage and the Force is implementing the re-provision
of the services to other sites that are not part of the HQ model.
vi The planned programme for the financial year 2020/21 was developed
following the review of operational delivery through both the Force
Management Statement, HMICFRS Inspection Findings and Wales
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Audit Office findings. The themes in which the programmes will
operate are explained below:
 Review of the operational policing model – This programme of work
will ensure that demand is assessed and understood across
operational delivery and that decision making regarding resourcing
considers the impact upon all areas. In order to do this, the Force
will continue to utilise simulation modelling software populated with
data from Force systems and activity analysis data. This work will
include the Operation Uplift recruitment programme and use an
evidence base in allocating resources received through this National
Programme. This work includes the implementation of CID and
Public Protection reviews undertaken over the last two years and
the introduction, training and evaluation of Police Staff Investigators
(PSI) being introduced during 2020 (note, the first recruitment of
PSIs will take place in January 2020);
 Developing System Improvements – See paragraph 87 f) below for
further detail;
 Delivery of an efficient and effective service provision – The
Continuous Improvement approach of this programme will see
reviews of Human Resources (HR), Finance, Learning and
Development, and Professional Standards functions. These will
include demand analysis, end-to-end process reviews, future
demand modelling and service levels. Within this programme of
work is the Victim Services Project, which will review support given
to victims throughout the criminal investigation process.
Benchmarking with other forces will be undertaken, coupled with
demand assessment to redesign processes for improvement and
change.
vii 2019/20 saw HMICFRS’ fifth PEEL (police effectiveness, efficiency and
legitimacy) assessment of the Force. PEEL is designed to give the
public information about how their local police force is performing in
several important areas, in a way that is comparable both across
England and Wales, and year on year. The assessments are updated
throughout the year following inspection findings and reports. The final
findings for the 2019/20 PEEL assessment are due to be published at
the end of January 2020, however, draft PEEL assessments for Gwent
are as follows:
 The extent to which the Force is effective at keeping people safe
and reducing crime – Overall Good:
• Preventing Crime and Tackling ASB – Good;
• Investigating Crime – Good;
• Protecting Vulnerable People – Good; and
• Tackling SOC – Good.
 The extent to which the Force is efficient at keeping people safe
and reducing crime – Overall Good:
• Meeting Current Demands and Using Resources – Good; and
• Planning for the Future – Good.
 The extent to which the force is legitimate at keeping people safe
and reducing crime – Overall Requires Improvement:
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Fair Treatment of the Public (Stop and Search) – Requires
Improvement;
• Ethical and Lawful Workforce – Requires Improvement; and
• Fair Treatment of Workforce – Good.
In relation to the areas that ‘Require Improvement’, the Force
recognises:
• The importance of working closely with communities, with Police
Officers and Police Staff understanding how important it is to
treat people with fairness and respect.
However, it was
acknowledged that frontline Police Officers and Police Staff
varied in their knowledge of unconscious bias;
• That the workforce understand how and when to use ‘Stop and
Search’, however, the monitoring of the use of ‘Stop and Search’
needs to improve;
• That more needs to be done to ensure that all members of the
workforce are appropriately vetted for the posts they hold. In
addition, the monitoring of people who apply for roles needs to
be undertaken, to see if they belong to certain protected minority
groups; and
• The need to improve how it spots and manages risk of corruption
and to ensure it has enough people and resources to do this
work.

c) A Changing Landscape – Crime Still Increasing and Becoming More
Complex; Increasing Pace of Technological Change; Increase in
Terrorism; and Reduced Public Services Funding
i

The below table shows the number of calls received from the public
over a five calendar year period:
Call Type
999 Calls
101 Calls
Abandoned
101

ii

2015

2016

2017

69,407
196,815
35,602

82,872
214,695
64,708

76,062
223,747
47,734

2018

2019 to
November
81,832
75,369
216,324
200,567
40,964
22,553

Overall recorded crime in Gwent between the 2017 and 2018 calendar
years is up by over 20%, with the 2019 calendar year forecast to be a
further 4% rise:
Recorded
Incidents
Crimes

2015

2016

183,587 190,611
36,633
39,631

2017

2018

2019 to
November
192,565 180,820
168,889
46,463 55,772
52,020

iii The ONS report that the key contributors to this rise (which are offset by
reductions in theft offences) are:
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Crime Type
Public Order Offences
Stalking and Harassment
Violence With Injury
Violence Without Injury
Sexual Offences
Criminal Damage and Arson

2017
4,066
3,416
4,593
5,805
1,228
8,460

2018 Difference
7,621
3,555
6,071
2,655
5,753
1,160
7,140
1,335
1,457
229
9,121
661

%
87
78
25
23
19
8

iv The Force is determined to protect those most vulnerable from harm
and will continue to prioritise these crimes, but these cases are
resource intensive and require specialist skills and knowledge to
investigate. The following highlights the ‘hidden nature’ of not only
these crimes and incidents, but the policing response too:

v

The continued rise in reported vulnerability crime is evidenced below:
Crime Type
Modern Slavery
Domestic Abuse
Hate Crime
Sexual Offences

2017/18 2018/19 Difference
20
42
22
6,323
8,493
2,170
671
812
141
1,323
1,543
220
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%
110
34
21
17

vi In addition, on average, Gwent Police receives 25 mental health calls
for service every day from the following sources:
Source
Member of the Public
Person in Mental Health Crisis
Other Agencies (Excl. Social Services)
Mental Health Services
Ambulance Service/Hospitals/GPs
Other

%
43
22
12
6
6
11

vii Since 2018/19, the Force has been shaping its investigative capacity
and capability for future demand.
The primary thrust was the
implementation of its ‘Investigation Strategy’ which will manage
demand through the Force’s FPOC centre, whose staff are now trained
to assess the call and determine whether Police Officer deployment is
the most appropriate response. Furthermore, once the decision to
deploy is made, a subsequent assessment is made of the right skills of
Police Officer to investigate the incident based on its requirements and
that of the potential victim.
The Force has completed the
implementation of the Investigation Strategy and at this time, there
appears positive outcomes, with reductions in demand and also
improved customer satisfaction; not only from those victims whose
crimes are investigated but also in those victims whose crimes are not
investigated (by virtue of managing their expectations at the outset.) A
Post Implementation Review (PIR) is currently being led by the
Assistant Chief Constable (ACC) with Local Policing Area (LPA)
Commanders to challenge and scrutinise the effectiveness of the
implementation and outcomes evidenced.
viii As part of the delivery of the Investigation Strategy, a review was
undertaken of the Force’s CID and PPU investigative resources.
Members will recall that:
 Detailed demand analysis was undertaken to establish the current
situation;
 The rise in reported vulnerability crime and the complexities of the
investigations, evidenced the need for increased detective
resources;
 The business case was approved with a tiered approach to the
increase of the detective capacity within the PPU; and
 The overall increase amounted to 30 extra investigative resources
(potentially a mixture of both Police Officers and Police Staff)
available to respond to the most serious and complex crimes. This
was the key determinant in the Chief Constable’s budget in
2019/20, requesting a Council Tax Precept increase of 6.99% in
2019/20. The maintenance of a 6.99% Council Tax Precept
increase into 2020/21 and beyond was required to make this a
sustainable investment, which avoids the need to deplete
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Police Officers and Police Staff from other areas of the Force,
such as Neighbourhood Policing Teams.
These Police Officers have made an impact, with reductions in
caseload; thereby providing improved response times and a better
quality of services to both potential victims and victims themselves.

d) A Re-focus and Prioritisation of Threat, Risk and Harm
i

Although not finalised, the new Control Strategy (below) has been
updated based upon ‘panels’ of Force specialists utilising the nationally
recognised ‘Management of Risk in Law Enforcement’ (MoRile) threat
scoring process.
Through this method, the Force continues to
recognise the key areas within SOC, as some of the greatest risks and
threats to the communities of Gwent. Drug Trafficking and Supply and
‘County Lines’2 continue to be amongst the highest scoring areas when
using the MoRile matrix;

ii

Crimes linked to vulnerability also feature highly, with Child Sexual
Exploitation, Modern Day Slavery, Domestic Abuse and Stalking and
Harassment all achieving high risk scores. The Force has also
identified the links between SOC and vulnerability, with the available
evidence and intelligence suggesting that a significant portion of
organised criminality is targeted at the most vulnerable members of
society;

2

‘County lines’ is a term used by the police to describe a growing practice among criminal gangs when demand
for drugs fails to meet the supply in major cities, gangs travel to remote rural areas, market towns or coastal
locations in search of new customers. In this process, children as young as 12 are hired as ‘runners’ to
transport and sell illicit drugs.
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iii The Force has a comprehensive intelligence picture for drug supply and
trafficking, enabling it to continue to pursue offenders and achieve
positive results. However, it is felt that the threat from County Lines is
still under reported and not fully understood, indicating that further
investment and focus is required within this area;
iv The Force has invested significant time and resources in addressing
the threat posed by Domestic Abuse (DA), and as a subsidiary to that,
Stalking and Harassment (S and H). Due to increased media attention
and educating of the public, it has meant that more victims than ever
are now reporting incidents and offences.
Coupled with a
comprehensive training program within the Force, which is continuing
into 2020, Police Officers are now much better placed to both identify
and deal with DA and S and H incidents. As such the Force has
experienced a significant rise in these offence types, resulting in the
biggest volume increase in any area across the Force. However, it is
thought that further victims are still yet to report offences, meaning the
true threat has not been fully recognised and addressed. This is an
area therefore that will continue to witness an increase in offences
during 2020/21. This, coupled with the significant potential threat to the
individual, is primarily the reason why both DA and S and H have also
scored so highly during the MoRile process; and
v The budget bid is predicated on continuing to provide the necessary
specialist officers to address these risks and manage the threats
identified.
e) Tackling the Increased Demand within SOC and Vulnerability and
Providing Innovation to Identify and Support Vulnerable People
i

As highlighted above, the Force has set vulnerability and SOC as its
key priorities, with Force resources being dedicated to address issues
of organised crime against the most vulnerable members of our
communities. This current resourcing includes:
 A dedicated Modern Day Slavery (and Human Trafficking) Team,
based at Risca Police Station and resourced by one Detective
Sergeant, one Detective Constable, one Police Constable and one
member of Police Staff. The Modern Day Slavery Team continue to
offer tactical support to operational staff. All Frontline staff have
received updated training on the National Referral Mechanism
(NRM) during the County Lines Training. The Team are currently
supporting two large complex Modern Day Slavery investigations –
Operation Latte and Operation Banner;
 Further Investment in the Cyber Crime Unit – Two further posts
have been agreed to meet growing demand. A Fraud Triage Team
is now in place, providing tactical advice and safeguarding to
vulnerable victims identified through Operation Signature;
 Acknowledging that on-line fraud crime is increasing in line with the
national trend and that investment in the Financial and Cyber Crime
Unit is therefore essential to meet that demand and protect
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vulnerable victims, the majority of which are elderly. In terms of the
success of Operation Signature, in May 2019 34 victims were
identified and safeguarded. In September 2019 96 victims were
identified and safeguarded. There remains a requirement for the
Force to develop its cyber-dependant capacity and capability, as the
national direction is that all cyber-dependant crime is dealt with
locally;
Implementation of a pro-active disruption team in the West LPA
tackling SOC – Resourcing of one Detective Sergeant and two
Detective Constables has provided significant results during
2019/20:
• 26 Investigations, resulting in 11 warrants being served, 8
arrests and 2 voluntary attendance interviews;
• Nearly 1 kilogram in total being seized of Cocaine, Heroin,
Cannabis and Amphetamine, plus Cannabis Plants and Oil;
• Over 100,000 Tablets being seized what are believed to be
Valium, Pregabalin, Tamazepam, Viagra and other prescription
drugs; and
• Proceeds of Crime Act (POCA) seizures of designer clothing,
four watches, a mountain bike and a £30k motorhome.
Operation JIGSAW continues to be the SOC brand delivering the
SOC Strategy in Gwent;
From a regional perspective, the ROCU continue to support the
Force with Operations and this is likely to continue into the
foreseeable future;
Current highlights against Organised Crime Groups (OCGs) in
Gwent are:
• OCGs – currently 27 operating in Gwent, compared to 17 in
September 2018;
• Operation Divide generated POCA monies of £1.89m, of which
£438k has already been confiscated;
• The first ‘account freezing; order has been granted to Gwent
Police, as a result of £72k being paid into a prisoner’s bank
account since May 2019; and
• 36 arrests Force wide as a result of Operation Dynamic.
The levels of organised criminality experienced across the Force are
concerning. Despite some excellent enforcement results in recent
years, levels of offending continue. Proactivity is not only required
but essential to maintain public safety, protect vulnerable people
and bring offenders to justice. SOC continues to be a priority Force
wide both for the Police and other agencies. Any reductions in
funding will therefore jeopardise this programme of activity and
potentially reduce the public’s confidence in Gwent Police. The
Force continues to achieve success against OCGs, which is
testament to the professionalism and focus of staff. However, it is
also a clear indication that whilst the demand for controlled drugs is
high, OCGs will continue to emerge to provide supply – this can be
seen from the significant increases identified through better
intelligence flow and sharing. Vulnerable people across Gwent will
continue to be the target of organised crime; and
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Consequently, the Force is continuing to invest in prevent
interventions and activity with partners to educate, support and
protect vulnerable victims (particularly young people):
• The HO have funded five areas across England and Wales to
undertake pilot work in developing approaches to SOC. Newport
was selected as one of these areas. As mentioned previously in
this report, the project has received £490k of funding over
2018/19 and 2019/20. It is unknown at this stage whether HO
funding will be secured for 2020/21. It is co-ordinated by a Chief
Inspector in the Force with the support of a SOC Board,
including representation from WG, Newport City Council, and the
OPCC. The project includes funding for service delivery to meet
the criteria of early intervention and prevention; community
resilience; and strategic communications. In order that the
service delivery provides a full and holistic approach to SOC for
children, young people, their families and the community, in
2019/20 the Commissioner has enhanced the HO funding of
£245k with a further £120k. Delivery partners include St Giles
Trust, Barnardo’s, Newport Live and Mutual Gain;
• Serious Violence Co-ordinator – Pursuing offenders is a basic
requirement to combat organised crime, but preventing future
harm, protecting communities and building resilience against
SOC are also key. These activities and initiatives are vital
components in the fight against SOC and require appropriate
commitment of resource to be successful. The introduction of
the Serious Violence Co-Ordinator pilot, which is a Force wide
response mirroring the Newport SOC Pilot will ensure best
practice is shared and implemented in relation to interventions;
• SOC Partnership Meetings – The introduction of SOC
Partnership meetings has assisted in intelligence flow and
planning a response to any executive action to pursue offenders;
safeguard vulnerable members of the community; undertake
community clean up; and provide support to victims.
• Early Action Together Programme – The Force has appointed a
dedicated Superintendent to lead the delivery of the EAT
Programme in Gwent, working with the National EAT team to
tackle ACEs. A small delivery team has also been established.
The programme will address the need for early intervention and
preventative activity when ACEs are evident and the associated
impact it has on policing and partners in terms of vulnerability
and crime;
• AWSLP – This Programme benefits through delivering a SOC
education program and also provides intelligence gathering;
• Mini Police Program – The Mini Police initiative will provide a real
taste of policing for children at an early age and will add value to
the already well-established Gwent Police Volunteer Police
Cadets’ programme. To date, 50 schools across Gwent have
engaged in the programme, with 924 children and young people
engaged from 27 different cultural backgrounds; and
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Neighbourhood Policing – A significant proportion of organised
crime proactivity has been as a direct result of intelligence
gathered and disseminated locally by Neighbourhood Police
Officers. This has only been possible because of the
relationships developed locally and the public having trust and
confidence in their local ward Police Officers. Specialist
resources are required to combat SOC, but without continued
levels of Neighbourhood resources to maintain intelligence flow,
this work will be restricted.

f) Collaborative Work to Meet Demand, Improve Systems and Enhance
Efficiency and Effectiveness
i

In order to be efficient and effective, the Force has invested heavily in
Digital Policing, with its investment in collaboration with South Wales
Police via the joint Digital Services Division (DSD). The primary focus
of the DSD is to ensure that both Forces provide an effective digital
policing service for around seven thousand Police Officers and Police
Staff and around two million members of the public. This is achieved
through convergence in respect of information technology architecture,
systems and processes, thereby making partners more effective and
efficient;
ii The DSD’s key achievement to date have included:
 Mobile Data – DSD has supplied mobile data devices that have
increased the information available to Police Officers via ‘iPatrol’,
allowing applications to be accessed whilst on patrol, increasing the
time spent in communities;
 Body Worn Video – Body Worn Video cameras have been
introduced to all operational Police Officers and a Digital Evidence
Management platform has been established to securely store and
manage evidential data (DEMs);
 Intranet and Internet – DSD has deployed both new internet and
intranet platforms, which have won national awards;
 Fully Integrated Resource Management System (FIRMS) – Both
Forces have introduced and developed the bespoke FIRMS
business system that integrates HR, Finance, Payroll, Training and
Rota Management; and
 Niche3 – Both Forces have collaborated extensively with each other
on the continuing development of Niche, the Force’s Police records
management system. Between 2019 and 2021 this programme will
deliver the transition from the local property system onto the Niche
Property Module and utilising systems to maximise business
benefits.
iii In train and due for delivery up to March 2021 are the following key
DSD Programmes of work:
3

This is the Force’s Records Management System - an incident-centric tool that manages information
in relation to the core policing entities: people, locations, vehicles, organisations (businesses or other
groups), incidents (or occurrences) and property/evidence.
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‘Triple F’ Project – The fixed, field and flexible project is delivering to
introduce a new way of working within the Force. This aims to allow
people to work in the most efficient and effective way, according to
the role they undertake and plays a significant part in the Force’s
digital cultural transformation programme;
 National Enabling Programmes (NEP) (Specifically Microsoft Office
365) – Introducing a suite of Microsoft Office products that will
enable new ways of working and greater sharing of information, be
that within local teams, across LPAs/Departments, between forces
or with trusted partners;
 Facial Recognition – With South Wales Police leading at a UK level,
Gwent Police have an excellent opportunity to on-board and have
facial recognition capability through the following methods:
• Locate – A real time static face search functionality that extracts
images from live time Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) footage
and compares the same against a bespoke ‘watch list’ that can
be deployed to major events supported by intelligence-led lists;
and
• Identify – The loading of around 500,000 custody images for
comparison against CCTV and other operational imagery on a
facial like-for-like basis.
 Digital Interview Recording (DIR) – Providing live streaming and
timely upload of evidential material so that it is available to
personnel working to strict timelines;
 Single Online Home (SOH) – The Single Online Home offers the
public an easy to use, trusted digital platform where they can
communicate effectively with their local police. Communities are
empowered by convenient access to the information, advice and
services they need. A digital 101 if you will;
 Electronic Time Management – Enabling Police Officers and Police
Staff to book on and off duty, resulting in automated payments for
overtime and allowances;
 Kallidus Classic in the Cloud – An E-learning solution that manages
course and skills administration; and
 Emergency Services Network (ESN) – The Airwave radio system is
being phased out and will be replaced by the Emergency Services
Mobile Communications Programme’s (ESMCP) ESN. DSD are
engaging with the regional coordination manager for the delivery of
ESN in Wales and will become the delivery arm of ESN.
iv Since the inception of DSD, Gwent Police has invested £3m into digital
technology and the revenue costs of the Force into the DSD team, who
implement and manage these new technologies, is £1.6m p.a. A
number of examples of the benefits deriving from this investment are
highlighted below:
 Body Worn Video:
• Greater sentences now being applied at Criminal Courts for
assaults upon Police Officers;
 ‘Triple F’ Project:
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v

Since Autumn 2018, there has been an increase from 49% to
89% of statements being obtained using mobile devices, thereby
reducing travel time and the requirement to scan statements
• Better visibility in Gwent’s communities due to less travel time
and the need to return to the station;
• 66% reduction in statements typed for court;
• Public Protection Notices (PPN) quality has improved, by virtue
of more being submitted via laptops; and
• In total, Triple F has delivered savings of 209 hours per month –
which will equate to £54k by March 2020.
 ETM:
• Potential cashable savings as a result of reduced overtime;
• Potential efficiency savings as a result of automated unsociable
hours payments and harmonisation of Gwent Police and South
Wales Police training days;
• Improved wellbeing through improved time recording and agile
working; and
• The business case for ETM identifies £700k of savings listed as
a result of the implementation.
During 2019/20 further options have been developed for collaboration
(e.g. Fleet Workshops and Uniform Stores) and these programmes of
work will be developed and implemented, releasing the business
benefits.

88. When all the above is brought together, it is clear that the Force is investing in
people and in key areas of risk; whilst driving through service improvements at
a local level and regionally/nationally through it extensive collaboration
portfolio.
89. The above areas of focus and investment build upon the Force’s ‘Investment
Strategy’ which was incorporated into the 2017/18 budget setting round and
which has gained significant momentum during the last two financial years. In
conclusion to the Chief Constable’s bid, the infographic at the end of this
report highlights a typical day in the Force.

BUDGETARY SAVINGS, HMICFRS VFM PROFILES AND FUTURE EFFICIENCY
OPPORTUNITIES (Appendices 5a and 5b)
90. Appendix 5a details budgetary savings identified through this budget setting
round which can be removed from the 2020/21 budget and in some cases,
from future budgets. Of particular note are those saving schemes’
opportunities generated from the rebasing of the unsociable hours budget; the
reduction in the witness expenses budget; and the removal of £1m from the
Force’s overall overtime budget.
91. The Staying Ahead Programme will continue to remain focused on delivering a
new generation of savings schemes and maintaining a detailed schedule of
planned work to review functions and Departments across the whole of the
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organisation. To this end, the HMICFRS VFM Profiles are a key tool in
indicating potential areas for saving schemes’ opportunities.
92. The VFM Profiles have been produced by HMICFRS for the past nine financial
years. The main purpose of these Profiles is to help forces compare
performance, outcomes and cost. They are designed for use by force
management, Police and Crime Commissioners, the HMICFRS and the
public. The comparisons are across all English and Welsh forces, but exclude
the Metropolitan Police and City of London Police, due to their uniqueness of
data. The Profiles enable comparison across all Forces (with the exception of
the two named above) and also within individual force’s ‘Most Similar Groups’
(MSG), i.e. those forces that share similar characteristics with your own, such
as demographics.
93. The final Profiles have been received and every area highlighted is being, or
has been, considered as part of the Staying Ahead Programme. The draft
profiles were presented to the Joint Audit Committee and PCP during
December 2019. In terms of an overview, the Force has the sixth highest cost
per head of population across England and Wales and the second highest
within its MSG of forces. All Welsh forces are amongst the top ten most
expensive (excluding London) forces. Amongst the four Welsh forces Gwent
is third, being more expensive than Dyfed Powys but less expensive that North
Wales Police and South Wales Police.
94. Consistent with previous years, the Force stands as an outlier in six objective
areas. For the first five, the Force is more expensive than both its MSG and
against an all force comparison, whilst in the final objective area, the Force is
cheaper in delivering this function than both its MSG and all Force
counterparts:
Objective Area
Support functions
Local policing
Dealing with the public
Road policing
Operational support
Public protection

MSG Difference
(£m)
7.944
1.289
2.040
1.326
0.859
(0.870)

All Force Difference
(£m)
8.005
5.158
2.480
1.452
0.925
(0.851)

95. From the above findings, Support Functions and also Local Policing are most
in need of context to its costs. Within the Support Function’s sub-categories,
ICT and Estate costs appear as a significant outlier:
a) ICT costs are £3.540 and £3.108m more expensive that the Force MSG
and all force comparison respectively, predominantly in the area of
collaboration. This difference can be attributed to a number of factors:
i

Although the Force is in collaborative arrangements with Local
Authority partners in the Shared Resource Service (SRS) and South
Wales Police in the DSD for the provision of ICT, its ‘fixed’ costs for
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service delivery (e.g. data centre, network etc.) are apportioned (based
on the methodology of the VFM profiles) across the population of
Gwent. Therefore comparing the same cost of service between two
forces (one with a relatively small population and with a relatively large
population), will show the smaller force as more expensive per head of
population;
ii As highlighted predominantly in paragraph 87 f) above, the Force is
well advanced (when compared to other forces) in delivering its digital
strategy in support of the Policing Vision 2025. This is evidenced in
that every Police Officer has a personal issue laptop, smart phone and
body worn video device, which are supported in advanced software and
applications which support mobile data and the ‘Triple F’ project. The
business benefits therefore of this investment, are already beginning to
materialise in cash savings and productivity improvements; and
iii Also, it was identified that a number of ICT costs are treated as revenue
in the Force (as opposed to capital), such as certain arrangements with
the DSD for digital investment and also the set aside of sums for the
replacement of Airwave (and ultimately ESN) technology. Other forces
within the MSG will have categorised these costs elsewhere.
b) Estate costs are £1.597m and £1.152m more expensive than the Force
MSG and all force comparison respectively, again predominantly in the
area of collaboration. This difference can be attributed to a number of
factors:
i

The Force has recently changed the accounting classification for the
Estate Maintenance budget (£500k), as upon analysis the majority of
the spend was revenue as opposed to capital in nature;
ii The Commissioner’s ambitious Estate Strategy, already recognises that
investment in the Estate is required to deliver a fit for purpose Estate,
delivering value for money, through re-providing underutilised or
expensive to run assets. Complementing this approach, a revenue
budget of £200k has been set aside to undertake pre-feasibility work on
aspects of the Estate Strategy; and
iii As a final point, the Commissioner has a PFI arrangement to run the
Ystrad Mynach Police Station and Custody Suite. The PFI payments
and associated contribution to the scheme’s sinking fund are treated as
a revenue cost towards a capital asset. Other forces without a PFI
scheme will have relatively lower Estate revenue costs. However, in
January 2020, the Commissioner will voluntarily terminate this contract,
thereby bringing this asset under the direct control of the
Commissioner, removing the revenue cost that has been set aside to
deliver this voluntary termination and to also reduce the ongoing
revenue cost of running the asset.
c) Local Policing costs are £1.289m and £5.158m more expensive than the
Force MSG and all force comparison respectively. As in previous years,
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the Police Officer and PCSO costs are above the national average per
head of population. These indicators could be viewed as demonstrating
that Gwent is over-resourced, however, Gwent has above average visible
front line provision – reflecting the approach in Gwent throughout the years
of austerity to ‘protect’ the frontline. As the Force (and the other three
Welsh Forces) benefit from WG PCSO funding, this will make the Welsh
forces seem more expensive on the Local Policing analysis than their
English counterparts.
96. Again, as highlighted in previous years, as a small force, Gwent does not
enjoy the economies of scale that larger forces benefit from, therefore the
headlines above need to be considered in this context. Furthermore, Force
performance needs to be considered too, in that the cheapest and most
efficient force may well not be the top performing. Reiterating points made
above, the Profiles do not reflect conscious local decisions to invest in
particular areas of spend; the receipt of additional specific grants such as the
WG funded PCSOs; nor distinguish that forces with small populations will
sometimes be disadvantaged because they hold the similar levels of fixed
costs to larger forces.
97. Appendix 5b currently lists areas of review as determined by the work plan of
the Staying Ahead Programme.
However, between now and the
commencement of the 2020/21 financial year, Appendix 5b will be developed
further to identify those areas where the Force is an outlier when compared
with the average cost of delivering the same area of service against the
average of the MSG, but only after those areas have been scoped to
determine those which will provide best value to the Force.

REVENUE AND CAPITAL OUTTURN 2019/20 Appendix 6 and Appendix 8a
98. A key component in the setting of the 2020/21 budget is the financial
performance in the current financial year. Quarterly financial management
reports are produced and scrutinised at both the OPCC’s Management Board;
the Force’s Chief Officer Team meetings; and ultimately at the
Commissioner’s Strategy and Performance Board. From quarter 2, these
reports include a financial outturn, indicating the expected variance of total
annual expenditure against the full-year budget at the year-end (i.e. the 31st
March).
99. Appendix 6 confirms that the initial forecast outturn reported at quarter 2
indicated a £95k surplus against Gross Revenue Expenditure (GRE) of
£141.506m; which equates to a 0.07% variance against overall budget.
100. The major contributors to this net surplus position are provided below:
a) Police Officer Pay and Allowances – £1.416m surplus
Police Officer pay and salary allowances forecast at the end of the financial
year are under budget by £1.416m, due to the additional forty Police
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Officers investment budgeted for at the start of the year that have yet to be
fully recruited. The assumptions for the 2019/20 budget already reflects
probationers being recruited at lower than the mid-point of the salary scale,
unlike in previous years when they were budgeted for at the mid-point of
the scale;
b) Police Staff (incl. PCSOs) Pay and Allowances – £330k deficit
Police Staff and PCSO pay costs are forecast to be overspent by £330k.
Within this, Police Staff pay was underspent by £1.464m due to vacancies,
which was offset by agency costs of £1.253m in the short term. £330k of
redundancy costs have also been recognised in the first six months of the
financial year, following the outcomes of Service Improvement reviews,
which have now fully implemented generating just over £700k in recurrent
savings. A further £162k of early retirement capital costs and £40k of
additional standby allowances are forecast by year-end;
c) Police Officer, Police Staff (incl. PCSOs) Overtime and Enhancements –
£310k surplus
Total overtime costs (Police Officer and Police Staff) at year-end are
forecast to show a net surplus of £310k, made up as follows:
Police Officer overtime deficit

(£51k)

Police Officer rest day overtime deficit

(£256k)

Police Officer public holiday surplus

£115k

Police staff overtime deficit

(£50k)

Police
staff
weekend
and public
enhancements surplus
Total forecast surplus at 31st March 2020

holiday

£552k
£310k

The deficit on Police Officer rest day overtime is partly offset by the surplus
on Police Officer public holiday overtime. This is a common occurrence
when budget assumptions do not mirror actual resourcing required on any
given day. The variance on Police Staff weekend and public holidays and
enhancements however is caused by an over estimation during 2019/20
budget setting (which has been remedied in the 2020/21 round) and Police
Staff posts that attract these enhancements being under-establishment.
The position above excludes overtime for Major Incidents and Tasking, as
this is reported separately;
d) Other Employee Related Costs – £28k deficit
A net deficit of £28k is forecast for other employee related costs. This is
due primarily to additional pension costs for injury payments of £45k
against budget;
e) Premises Costs – £651k deficit
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Premises Costs are forecast to be overspent at year-end by £651k, due
primarily to £630k of additional costs arising from the delay in completing
the voluntary termination of the PFI scheme. Completion was originally
planned for earlier in the financial years and therefore a reduced budget for
PFI payments was set. The completion of the voluntary termination will
now take place at the end of January 2020, following extended timescales
in securing WG revenue support beyond 2020/21. Additional costs of £83k
are also forecast in relation to rental costs at the Force’s specialist
operational training site, which are offset by a £129k surplus on the
Estate’s planned maintenance programme;
f) Transport Costs – £103k deficit
Transport costs are forecast to be overspent at year-end primarily due to
higher mileage and travel costs. The cause(s) of this variance is currently
being explored by the Finance Department;
g) Development Funds – £728k deficit
The additional forecast cost on the Development Fund relates to Force
investment to fund the ICT and equipment needs of the extra 162 Police
Officers from Operation Uplift. These funds will be fully utilised in line with
the recruitment profile of these extra Police Officers, over the next three
financial years; and
h) Income (Investment and Other) – £188k surplus
The higher income is largely the result of an improved investment return
from that set during the 2019/20 budget setting round.
101. At the time of writing, the quarter 3 financial management report is being
compiled, therefore the Chief Finance Officer will provide a verbal update on
the forecast year-end position at the PCP meeting on 31st January 2020.
102. Consistently over recent years (but significantly lessening of late), the
Commissioner’s budget showed a positive variance at the year-end, i.e. a
saving on budget was shown. This positive variance is scrutinised to assess
whether it has resulted in excess budget being set in certain areas (e.g. overbudgeting on such things as the price and/or volume of fuel), or whether the
variance has arisen due to a planned efficiency scheme occurring ahead of
plan (e.g. a Police Staff member leaving early, in advance of the planned
removal of their post in a future period). Overwhelmingly over the period of
austerity since 2008, the reason for the positive variance is the latter, i.e.
accelerated efficiency savings taking effect. Suffice to say however, the
financial effect of both examples are removed from the budgetary
requirements for future years, as part of the detailed bottom up annual budget
setting process.
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103. The ‘one-off’ nature of the small 2019/20 underlying surplus is further
emphasised in that even after taking account of future planned efficiency
schemes in forthcoming financial years of £1.676m, the Commissioner is still
faced with a recurrent financial deficit of £6.257m by 2024/25 and significantly
unbalanced budgets in the next three financial years necessitating, as it
stands, £4.379m of Reserves and Committed Funds to go only some way to
balance the books. This small non-recurrent underlying surplus does however
provide two key benefits: a barometer as to the continuing sustainability of
both previously delivered efficiency schemes and the organisation’s ability to
continue to find more efficiency schemes; and a positive year-end variance
also provides a non-recurrent cash benefit, in that the year-end saving is
transferred to Reserves and Committed Funds.
104. Turning to the Capital Programme included in Appendix 8a, the original Annual
Budget on proposed schemes for 2019/20 was £23.144m. The Estate
schemes in the revised Programme totalled £21.952m, which included major
projects relating to Police Headquarters (HQ) relocation (£11.077m); the
delivery of Policing Hubs at Abergavenny and within Torfaen (£5.500m); the
Newport Central Police Station upgrade (£1.250m); and also the voluntary
termination of the Ystrad Mynach PFI scheme (£4.000m). Delays in finalising
the design and planning permission associated with the new HQ (which are
now complete) means that the vast majority of this budgeted spend will slip
into 2020/21. Likewise the costs associated with the Newport Central Police
Station upgrade and the Hub at Abergavenny, although well advanced will be
reprofiled in subsequent financial years. The work on the Hub at Torfaen is in
its early stages and will be reprofiled accordingly. The voluntary termination of
the Ystrad Mynach PFI scheme will occur in late 2019/20, but at a lower cost
than originally budgeted.
105. The ICT Schemes in the original Capital Programme totalled £150k. However,
£373k will be spent this financial year (an increase of £223k on the budget
originally set), as a result of an increase in budget requirement for one scheme
and the inclusion of a further scheme, not originally planned for at the start of
the financial year.
106. In relation, to the vehicle replacement programme (original Capital Programme
budget of £1.043m), this is expected to be overspent by £366k by the yearend, due to the accelerated purchase of nine Area Support Unit (ASU)
vehicles.

RESERVES AND COMMITTED FUNDS (Appendix 7)
107. Appendix 7 provides a summary of the Commissioner’s Reserves and
Committed Funds position for the following five years and reflects an update of
the Commissioner’s Reserves and Committed Funds Strategy as part of this
budget setting round. The MTFP and in particular the Commissioner’s
Reserves and Committed Funds position was discussed at the Joint Audit
Committee on the 12th September 2019 and again on the 11th December 2019
(as part of the 2020/21 Treasury Management Strategy), enabling them to
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discharge their responsibilities in relation to the budget setting process and the
annual financial statements.
108. With the finalisation of the detailed ‘bottom up’ annual budget setting process,
the Reserves and Committed Funds position has been updated and will
continue to be instrumental in stakeholder engagement and any mitigation
strategies. However, lacking the receipt of a Police Settlement for 2020/21
(which will also hopefully confirm the status of the Police Funding Formula
review), it is almost certain that this position will require further updating.
109. The reporting of the Commissioner’s Reserves and Committed Funds position
hopefully assists Members in understanding the overall financial landscape
and provides context when discussing his budget and Council Tax Precept
proposal for 2020/21.
110. By the end of the 2024/25 financial year, it is forecast that the Commissioner
will have Reserves of £4.000m and Committed Funds of £6.166m (totalling
£10.166m – bottom right hand corner of Appendix 7). This assumes however,
that the current outstanding recurrent budgetary imbalances up to and
including the vast majority of that forecast in 2022/23 (highlighted in the
MTFP) will be underwritten from Line C1 in the Uncommitted Earmarked
Funds Section. As already stipulated, recurrent budgetary imbalances must
be found from recurrent efficiencies – Reserves and Committed Funds should
only be utilised to manage annual timing differences. Therefore adjusting Line
C1 back to its closing 2020/21 carrying value (£3.710m) i.e. removing the net
effect of underwriting the future budgetary imbalances beyond next financial
year, produces an underlying total Reserves and Committed Funds figure of
£13.876m.
111. This unadjusted forecast Reserves and Committed Funds figure at 2024/25 of
£10.166m comprises five component parts:
a) General Reserve – (£4.000m Line A1)
i

ii

Purpose – This is held as working capital to help cushion the impact of
uneven cash flows and also as a contingency to mitigate the impact of
unexpected events or emergencies. The General Reserve amounts to
£4.000m which represents 3.1% of Net Revenue Expenditure (NRE)
(this figure has remained static since 2015/16) and in the view of the
Chief Finance Officer represents an appropriate level in terms of the
overall risk-profile; and
Planned Utilisation – By its very nature, this reserve is held for
unfunded and unexpected events or emergencies. Therefore, as a
statutory contingency reserve there is currently no call upon this
reserve.

b) Estate Works – Victims’ Hub – (£180k Line B2eii)
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i

ii

Purpose – This committed fund was established to fund the completion
of the building work associated with creating Connect Gwent, the multiagency Victims’ Hub in Gwent; and
Planned Utilisation – This committed fund remained following the
completion of the building, commissioning and implementation of
Connect Gwent. The committed fund has therefore been maintained to
fund further investment to improve the delivery and efficiency of
Connect Gwent into the future. A programme of work, undertaking a
Post Implementation Review of Connect Gwent is well advanced, which
may conclude that efficiencies can be delivered or that additional
investment is required in certain areas. Where generated efficiencies
are insufficient to fund new investment areas, this committed fund may
be called upon. Any remaining balance will be fully utilised in funding
the remainder of the Commissioner’s Capital Programme.

c) Commissioning Strategy and Police Service Initiatives – (£660k Line C2)
i

ii

Purpose – This committed fund is primarily designed to pump-prime
both the delivery of the Commissioner’s Strategic Commissioning
Intentions, and also specific OPCC and Gwent Police initiatives to
deliver the Commissioner’s Police and Crime Plan; and
Planned Utilisation – As a result of the Wellbeing of Future Generations
Act 2015 and the associated creation of Public Service Boards (PSBs),
the Commissioner’s Commissioning Strategy will become intrinsically
linked to the work of PSBs in the future. Once the priorities and the
work programme of the five PSBs in Gwent have become embedded,
the opportunities for co-commissioning (with both the OPCC and Gwent
Police) will become clearer and subsequently, so too will the utilisation
of this committed fund. In addition, this committed fund may be
destined to support the delivery of a more targeted approach to deliver
certain aspects of the Commissioner’s Police and Crime Plan, such as
supporting the Commissioner’s Police Community Fund or developing
diversion/prevention initiatives.

d) Airwave – (£3.791m Line C3)
i

ii

Purpose – Due to the length of the lifecycle and the complexity of the
funding model for the initial Airwave replacement programme it was
necessary, at its inception, to create a committed fund (in this instance,
as with PFI, also referred to as a ‘sinking fund’). This ensures that the
affordability of the scheme is safeguarded for its entire duration and the
variable impact of its financial cycle is minimised; and
Planned Utilisation – the Airwave system is being phased out and will
be replaced by the ESMCP’s ESN. This will provide the next
generation communication system for the three emergency services
(Police, Fire and Rescue and Ambulance) and other public safety
users. Based on current estimates of the cost of transition to this
programme, coupled with the revenue contribution into the committed
fund from base budgets, it is estimated that this committed fund will be
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fully utilised sometime after 2022/23, when it is expected that Gwent
Police will transition to ESN.
e) Other Financial Liabilities – Tribunal and Ombudsman Liabilities through to
POCA – (£1.534m Lines C4a to C4f)
i

Purpose – The rationale for these committed funds is articulated in the
table below:
Category
of
Committed
Funds
Committed Funds set aside in
previous reporting periods for
potential liabilities arising out of
tribunal
or
ombudsman
decisions.

Rationale for Holding

These funds are established to meet
potential and contingent obligations
arising from ‘live cases’ which did
not meet the definition of a
provision4.
These are reviewed
regularly on a case by case basis on
whether they are still required (and
therefore remain ‘committed’) or can
be released back into the wider
reserves and committed funds
position.
Committed Funds for unspent Where revenue grants have no
revenue grants and sums held conditions
attached
or
the
on behalf of third parties
conditions are met and the
expenditure has yet to take place,
these sums are permissible to be
held as committed funds. The same
applies for sums held on behalf of
third parties.

4

A provision exists when the Commissioner is faced with a present obligation (legal or constructive) which has
arisen as a result of a past event. Furthermore, the payment is probable ('more likely than not') and the
amount can be estimated reliably. Provisions are therefore provided for and accounted via the Comprehensive
Income and Expenditure Statement (CIES) in the year in question, i.e. not set aside as a Committed Earmarked
Fund for utilisation in future years.
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Committed funds retained for
Workstream/Department
use
(including utilisation of POCA
monies

ii

The Commissioner’s Reserves and
Committed Funds protocol permits
Workstreams/Departments to carry
forward commitments at the yearend (in the form of a committed
fund), on the basis that the
expenditure will take place in the
following financial year(s) – These
are subject to extensive scrutiny at
each year-end and also during the
following budget setting round.

Planned Utilisation – These committed funds receive extensive scrutiny
at the year-end and also during each budget setting cycle. Therefore,
although these committed funds still show a balance of £1.534m in
2024/25, this does not mean that the committed funds are not required
up to this point in time, rather the plans for their utilisation are not
finalised to identify the timing of the individual committed fund’s
utilisation.

112. It is important to note, that in order to maintain the forecast Reserve and
Committed Funds position of £10.166m by 2024/25, the Commissioner is
currently required to borrow £59.974m between 2021/22 and 2024/25 to fund
his Capital Programme.
113. The forecast Reserve and Committed Funds position does not take into
account the following events which would increase this figure:
a) Acceleration of efficiency schemes and non-recurrent budget surpluses
above the level already accounted for;
b) Additional sales of capital assets than those already identified; and
c) Underspending in the Capital Programme or slippage which defers spend
to future financial years.
114. Similarly, the forecast Reserves and Committed Funds position does not take
into account the following events which would further reduce this figure:
a) The impact on reserves and committed funds of future CSRs, subsequent
Efficiency Reviews or any transitioning arrangements to a new Funding
Formula allocation;
b) Further significant investment to deliver over and above the current five
year Capital Programme that is not met from external borrowing;
c) Pump-priming for future Phases of the Staying Ahead Programme; and
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d) Overspending in the Capital Programme or acceleration which brings
forward spend.

CAPITAL PROGRAMME 2020/21 (Appendices 8 and 8a)
115. The initial capital investment requirements over the next five years are
becoming clear as the implementation of the Estate, Fleet and ICT strategies
are progressed. Capital Expenditure over the next five years totals £92.836m,
of which the 2020/21 element amounts to £24.613m.
116. In addition, a further £11.875m of non-capital long-term projects have been
identified, of which £1.025m occurs in 2020/21.
117. With the complete insufficiency of Capital Grant from the HO (expected to be
£459k p.a., equating to £2.295m over the next five years), implementation of
the current Capital Programme will require a combination of:
a) An increase in the recurrent revenue contribution to capital by £1.000m
p.a., through reinvesting the amount set aside in 2019/20 for the policing
costs of the M4 Relief Road (which are not required presently), takes the
2020/21 total revenue contribution to capital to £2.645m p.a., equating to
£13.224m over the next five years). This is designed to minimise the
Commissioner’s dependency upon external borrowing in the current
economic uncertainty;
b) The utilisation of Reserves and Committed Funds of £27.218m to 2021/22;
c) The need to undertake external borrowing of £59.974m between 2021/22
and 2024/25; and
d) Capital Assets disposals totalling £2.000m between 2021/22 and 2022/23.
This investment, will realise long-term cashable and non-cashable benefits to
the Commissioner and the Force, e.g. appropriate and more sustainable
Estate provision; fit for purpose Fleet; maximising returns on ICT investment
etc.
118. Furthermore, the development of the Staying Ahead Programme may present
further investment requirements which will generate efficiency opportunities,
which should present cashable savings.

OUTSTANDING ISSUES, UNQUANTIFIABLE RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES
119. Whilst the MTFP is designed to reflect the most up to date intelligence, a
number of outstanding issues and unquantifiable risks remain which are
incapable of being reflected at this present time. These are briefly highlighted
below:
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a) Financial:
i
ii
iii
iv
v

vi

vii
viii
ix

x
xi

Ongoing austerity, the impact of Brexit, CSR 2020 and the Police
Funding Formula Review;
The short, medium and long-term funding consequentials of Operation
Uplift;
Loss of ‘assumed’ Council Tax Precept income;
Impact of the localisation of council tax support;
Legislative and policy changes having unintended consequences, e.g.
as previously seen with the revaluation of Public Sector Pensions and
the implementation of the Apprenticeship Levy;
Increasing overall costs of National ICT Programmes and changes to
the apportionment method of these costs across Commissioners/
Forces;
Exposure to interest rate fluctuations as a result of the cost of
borrowing to fund the Capital Programme;
Potential increase in the Police Officer and Police Staff pay awards;
Withdrawal of funding by partners (HO, WG, MoJ and Local
Authorities), such as WG continued funding for partnerships and
specifically PCSOs and AWSLP;
Increased ‘last resort’ demand due to others withdrawing service; and
Failure of Government to deliver on national programmes of work such
as ESN transition.

b) Organisational:
i

Partners re-trench from collaborative ventures (e.g. as a result of WG
funding settlement), such as the funding from Health as contribution to
the Mental Health Triage service in the Force Control Room;
ii The financial and non-financial impact of ongoing Service Reviews
Recommendations:
 People Services Review;
 Learning and Development Review;
 Finalisation of Corporate Communications Review; and
 Finance, Pension Hub and Procurement Review.
iii Failure of key efficiency schemes to deliver, in particular the savings
target of £1m in the Force’s overtime budget.
c) Societal:
i

Emergent complex crime types and increased safeguarding
requirements;
ii Increased crime, anti-social behaviour and incidents due to economic
and political climate; and
iii Lack of staff turnover due to limited job opportunities.
120. Conversely, a number of opportunities exist which could ease the financial
burdens:
a) Potential long-term investment by the Government into policing;
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b) The development of PSBs across Gwent, promoting a ‘One Public Service’
ethos to tackle long-standing issues across Gwent;
c) Linked to b) above, the ability to co-commission services with Public and
3rd Sector Partners, avoiding duplication of effort and maximising return to
the public; and
d) Actively seeking out income generation opportunities and influencing the
legislative agenda to provide wider opportunities.

BUDGET REQUIREMENT, TAX BASE AND COUNCIL TAX PRECEPT
121. The revenue budgetary requirement for 2020/21 is the net position of:
a) The base recurring requirements;
b) Efficiency savings and recurring budget reductions realisable in 2020/21;
c) Non-recurring revenue requirements in 2020/21; and
d) Non-recurring savings which are realisable in the year and reserve and
committed funds utilisation.
122. The gross base recurring requirement for 2019/20 is £134.831m (Appendix 1b
line 10) which, when adjusted by the budgetary deficit, equates to a budget
requirement for the year of £133.624m.
123. The Central Government Grant Funding estimated and expected in the Final
Settlement is as follows:
£
Police Grant
41,286,576
Revenue Support Grant
21,827,973
National Non-Domestic Rates
9,873,463
72,988,012
124. Deducting total Central Government Grant Funding from the budget
requirement of £133,623,773 leaves income to be raised from Council Tax
Precept of £60,635,761.
125. Council tax is a tax on dwellings, levied according to the valuation band
attributed to the property. Each unitary authority calculates its council tax
base by establishing the number of properties in each of the nine council tax
bands (A to I) and converting the band totals to a Band D equivalent figure
(e.g. Band A council tax is two thirds of the Band D tax, the Band A total is
therefore multiplied by two thirds to arrive at the Band D equivalent). The total
Band D equivalent figure is then adjusted to take account of reductions for
disabled residents, single occupancy discounts, etc. to produce the council tax
base. The council tax to be raised for police and crime purposes (the Council
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Tax Precept) is allocated to the unitary authorities in proportion to their tax
bases. The tax bases notified by the unitary authorities are as follows:
Unitary Authorities

Band D Equivalent Properties
2019/20
2020/21
20,187.16
20,662.45
60,183.96
60,549.25
46,096.27
46,331.92
59,165.99
60,267.55
33,685.00
33,981.00
219,318.38
221,792.17

Blaenau Gwent
Caerphilly
Monmouthshire
Newport
Torfaen
Total

126. The effect of these figures on the Band D Council Tax Precept for police and
crime purposes is:

Council Tax Precept
Band D Tax
Increase on previous year (£)
Increase on previous year (%)

Actual
2018/19

Proposed
2019/20

£56,042,426
£255.53
£16.69
6.99%

£60,635,761
£273.39
£17.86
6.99%

127. The following table shows the proposed Council Tax Precept for police and
crime purposes for all bands.
Valuation
Band

Tax Payable
Compared to Band D

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

6/9
7/9
8/9
9/9
11/9
13/9
15/9
18/9
21/9

Proposed
Council Tax
Precept
£
182.26
212.64
243.01
273.39
334.14
394.90
455.65
546.78
637.91

128. The unitary authorities are billing authorities for council tax purposes. The
Commissioner’s Council Tax Precept will be added to the figures for council
tax for expenditure by the unitary authorities and community councils and will
form part of the single council tax demand. Under regulations, the billing
authority must determine a schedule of instalments for payments to precepting
authorities. Currently, the unitary authorities pay the Commissioner’s Council
Tax Precept in equal instalments as follows:
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Last working day of each month
Blaenau Gwent

Third Tuesday of each month
Caerphilly
Monmouthshire
Newport
Torfaen

CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER’S STATEMENT – REQUIREMENTS OF THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT ACT 2003
129. Section 25 of the Local Government Act 2003 requires the Chief Finance
Officer to report on:
a) The robustness of the estimates made for calculating the Council Tax
Precept; and
b) The adequacy of the proposed financial reserves.
130. The same Section requires the Commissioner to have regard to the Chief
Finance Officer’s report when making decisions about Council Tax Precept.
131. Central Government Grant funding from the HO and WG currently fund
approximately 60% of the revenue budget requirement for policing and crime
services in Gwent. A combination of CSR 2010, CSR 2013 and CSR 2015
has resulted in significant reductions in core HO and WG grants. The
reduction in these grants for 2011/12 of 5.1% came on top of an in-year cut in
the previous year of 1.3%. The Central Government Grant Funding for
2012/13 showed a reduction of 6.7%, 2013/14 a reduction of 1.57%, 2014/15
a reduction of 4.76%, 2015/16 a reduction of 5.11%, 2016/17 a reduction of
0.57%, 2017/18 a reduction of 1.40% and 2018/19 flat cash. The 2019/20
Police Settlement, on the surface, appeared positive, in that Central
Government Grant Funding increased by 2.1% and a Specific Pension Grant
had been provided, both designed to mitigate the financial impact of the
revaluation of Public Sector Pension Schemes. However, as mentioned
previously in this report, the sum of these amounts fell short of meeting the
Force’s additional pension costs in 2019/20 to the value of £428k – so in
effect, the Police Settlement amounted to a 0.60% cash cut. Cumulatively, the
budget available for policing and crime in Gwent has experienced over a 27%
cash reduction over the 10 years since 2010/11. When the effect of inflation
and pay awards is built in, the real reduction is over 40%. With the Police
Settlement unknown at this time (although positive messages have been
received, particularly around £750m to start the recruitment of 20,000
additional Police Officers through Operation Uplift), the future financial
landscape is uncertain. Faced with the continuing uncertainty over Brexit
implications; a cautious outlook for the economy and the public finances; CSR
2020 on the horizon; and growing pressures on public services following years
of cuts, the lessening of budget cuts over recent years and the latest
Government ‘promises’ may not be sustainable.
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132. The Staying Ahead Programme, delivered as core business through the
Force’s Strategy, Performance and Change Department, has continued to be
remarkably successful in keeping expenditure within reducing budgets, yet still
managing to maintain performance in the service to the public. Year after
year, difficult savings’ targets have been achieved ahead of time and as a
consequence Reserves and Committed Funds have been generated for
supporting investment necessary to redesign the Estate and for pump-priming
new initiatives. This success, along with the lessening of Central Government
Grant Funding cuts in recent years and appropriate Council Tax Precept
increases, has allowed the Force to generally attain (for the first time in recent
memory) full establishment in its operational policing model during 2018/19
and 2019/20. Appropriate Council Tax Precept increases into the near future
will maintain this establishment, to continue to address areas of demand and
thereby realise its full benefits to the public of Gwent.
133. The preparation of the budget is now, almost a continual exercise, involving
the compilation of MTFPs, dovetailing with detailed work across the OPCC
and Force under the supervision of the Assistant Chief Officer – Resources
and in liaison with me. The involvement of all parts of the Police Service
ensures awareness not only of the demands, but also of the constraints upon
them. Throughout 2019/20, Members of both the PCP and Joint Audit
Committee received progress reports on the 2020/21 budget and beyond and
were able to examine both the proposals and the process followed.
The
extent of this preparatory work has therefore greatly assisted the
Commissioner in his deliberations. However, the delay in issuing the Police
Settlement places a degree of uncertainty within the MTFP, although the
preceding narrative in this report confirms the rationale for the Central
Government Grant funding figures that it contains. Given that the budget is
set on an annual basis, the degree of the financial risks and opportunities that
may materialise when the Police Settlement arrives, can be managed
throughout 2020/21 and addressed in subsequent budget setting rounds. I am
satisfied therefore, that the process followed ensured that the budget takes
into account all those cost and income items that can be reasonably foreseen;
makes appropriate assessment of those items that have not been finalised;
and that there is no cause to question the robustness of the estimates.
134. Appendix 7 to this report shows details of the Commissioner’s Reserves and
Committed Funds position. The Force’s Assistant Chief Officer – Resources
and I continually review the adequacy of Reserves, Committed Funds and
Provisions. In addition, as part of the compilation of the year-end accounts
and also at the commencement of each budget setting round, the Reserves
and Committed Funds are formally reviewed and separately reported upon
respectively in the Statement of Accounts and Reserves and Committed
Funds Strategy.
135. The General Reserve is required for working capital and to meet unexpected
expenditure in emergency situations or major crime. During my latest review
of the Reserves and Committed Funds Strategy in September 2019, in
conjunction with the Commissioner and the Force’s Chief Officer Team, I
concluded that a General Reserve of £4m would be a prudent level for the
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organisation moving forward, taking into consideration its size, local
circumstances and the requirement to identify savings to address significant
reductions in Central Government Grant Funding.
136. In relation to the Committed Revenue and Capital Funds, I am content that
programmes of work are already in train, or that risks remain, that confirm the
need and sufficiency of the amounts reported.
137. In conclusion, I am content therefore, with the adequacy of the proposed
financial Reserves and Committed Funds.
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Appendix 1a

Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent / Heddlu Gwent Police
Medium Term Financial Projections 2020/21 to 2024/25
Impact of Incremental Council Tax Precept Changes
At 31st January 2020
Assumption
Base
Precept
Growth
Growth
%
%

Base Growth
£

Precept
Growth
£

Total Growth
£

Increase /
(Decrease)
£

1.13%

7.50%

632,127

4,249,538

4,881,665

288,330

1.13%

7.00%

632,127

3,967,862

4,599,989

6,654

1.13%

6.99%

632,127

3,961,208

4,593,335

0

1.13%

6.50%

632,127

3,683,968

4,316,095

(277,240)

1.13%

6.00%

632,127

3,400,074

4,032,201

(561,134)

1.13%

5.50%

632,127

3,116,180

3,748,307

(845,028)

1.13%

5.00%

632,127

2,834,504

3,466,631

(1,126,704)

1.13%

4.50%

632,127

2,550,610

3,182,737

(1,410,598)

1.13%

4.00%

632,127

2,266,716

2,898,843

(1,694,492)

1.13%

3.50%

632,127

1,982,822

2,614,949

(1,978,386)

1.13%

3.00%

632,127

1,698,928

2,331,055

(2,262,280)

1.13%

2.50%

632,127

1,417,252

2,049,379

(2,543,956)

1.13%

2.00%

632,127

1,133,358

1,765,485

(2,827,850)

1.13%

1.50%

632,127

849,464

1,481,591

(3,111,744)

1.13%

1.00%

632,127

565,570

1,197,697

(3,395,638)

1.13%

0.50%

632,127

283,894

916,021

(3,677,314)

1.13%

0.00%

632,127

0

632,127

(3,961,208)
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Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent / Heddlu Gwent Police
Medium Term Financial Projections 2020/21 to 2024/25
At 31st January 2020

1
2
3
4
5
6

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

2019/20
Actual
£'000s

2020/21
Forecast
£'000s

2021/22
Forecast
£'000s

2022/23
Forecast
£'000s

2023/24
Forecast
£'000s

2024/25
Forecast
£'000s

Effect of increases to authorised Establishment, Pay Awards and Increments
Non-Staff Inflation
Apprenticeship Levy Scheme
In Service Pressures / Developments
Budget savings identified
Finance costs

5,400
641
108
1,505
(1,853)
-

3,326
736
108
1,417
(60)
474

3,524
758
691
(60)
732

3,534
775
683
(60)
656

3,243
791
681
(60)
446

7 Unavoidable Cost Increases

5,801

6,002

5,645

5,588

5,102

8 Gross Budget Movement

5,801

6,002

5,645

5,588

5,102

129,030

134,831

140,833

146,478

152,066

129,030

134,831

140,833

146,478

152,066

157,168

2.13%

4.50%

4.45%

4.01%

3.81%

3.36%

9 Recurring Base Budget Brought Forward
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10 Projected Budgetary Requirement
11 % Increase on Previous Years Base Budget
12 Funding
13
14
15
16

Central Government Funding
Police Grant
Revenue Support Grant
National Non-Domestic Rates

(41,287)
(21,828)
(9,873)

(41,287)
(21,828)
(9,873)

(41,287)
(21,828)
(9,873)

(39,287)
(21,828)
(9,873)

(37,287)
(21,828)
(9,873)

(35,287)
(21,828)
(9,873)

17

Total Central Government Funding

(72,988)

(72,988)

(72,988)

(70,988)

(68,988)

(66,988)

18

Council Tax

(56,042)

(60,636)

(65,438)

(70,620)

(76,212)

(82,247)

(129,030)

(133,624)

(138,426)

(141,608)

(145,200)

(149,235)

-

1,207

2,407

4,871

6,866

7,933

22 Future Year Staying Ahead Scheme Savings

-

(539)

(694)

(1,127)

(1,676)

(1,676)

23 Reserve Utilisation

-

(668)

(1,713)

(1,998)

-

-

24 Projected Recurring Deficit/ (Surplus) After Efficiencies & Reserve Utilisation

-

-

-

1,746

5,190

6,257

19 Total Funding
20 Projected Recurring Deficit / (Surplus) Before Efficiencies
21 Efficiencies
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Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent / Heddlu Gwent Police
Medium Term Financial Projections 2020/21 to 2024/25
Assumptions
At 31st January 2020
Description

2019/20
Budget

2020/21
Estimate

2021/22
Estimate

2022/23
Estimate

2023/24
Estimate

2024/25 Source
Estimate

Police Officers
Pay Awards

2.00%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50% CFO estimate benchmarked with Welsh Forces.

2.00%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50% CFO estimate benchmarked with Welsh Forces.

2.00%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50%

2.50% CFO estimate benchmarked with Welsh Forces.

General (Including Rates)

3.00%

2.00%

2.00%

2.00%

2.00%

2.00% CFO estimate benchmarked with Welsh Forces.

Utilities - Gas/Electric
Utilities - Water

5.00%
5.00%

4.00%
4.00%

4.00%
4.00%

4.00%
4.00%

4.00%
4.00%

4.00% CFO estimate benchmarked with Welsh Forces.
4.00% CFO estimate benchmarked with Welsh Forces.

Petrol
Diesel

5.00%
5.00%

3.00%
3.00%

3.00%
3.00%

3.00%
3.00%

3.00%
3.00%

3.00% CFO estimate benchmarked with Welsh Forces.
3.00% CFO estimate benchmarked with Welsh Forces.

2.10%
0.67%
6.99%

0.00%
1.13%
6.99%

0.00%
0.87%
6.99%

0.00%
0.87%
6.99%

0.00%
0.87%
6.99%

0.00% Police Settlement for 2020/21 is assumed to be flat cash (net of Operation Uplift.)
0.87% Updated Council Tax Bases and average for last 3 years used for 2021/22 onwards.
6.99% Proposal to protect real term funding requirements and previous investments.

Police Staff
Pay Awards

Indirect Staff Costs

Non Staff Inflation
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Funding
Central Government Police Funding
Council Tax Base Increase
Council Tax Precept Increase
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Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent / Heddlu Gwent Police
Medium Term Financial Projections 2020/21 to 2024/25
Force Establishment
At 31st January 2020
2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

2024/25

Budgeted
No.

Forecast
No.

Forecast
No.

Forecast
No.

Forecast
No.

Forecast
No.

1,324.5
(12.0)
24.0

1,336.5
(12.0)
38.0
(2.0)

1,360.5

1,410.5

1,463.5

1,463.5

50.0

53.0

0.0

0.0

Total Authorised Baseline

1,336.5

1,360.5

1,410.5

1,463.5

1,463.5

1,463.5

Officer Actuals
Actuals as at 30th November
Retirees - Ordinary
Retirees - Medical
Leavers - Probationer Drop Out
Other Leavers - Dismissal/Tfr to other Force/Voluntary Resignation
Recruitment - Probationers
Recruitment - Transferees
Forecast Actual

1,293.0
(18.0)
(4.0)
(3.0)
(6.0)
52.0
4.0
1,318.0

1,318.0
(31.0)
(6.0)
(11.0)
(19.0)
112.0
12.0
1,375.0

1,375.0
(58.0)
(6.0)
(11.0)
(19.0)
112.0
17.5
1,410.5

1,410.5
(51.0)
(6.0)
(11.0)
(19.0)
112.0
28.0
1,463.5

1,463.5
(46.0)
(6.0)
(11.0)
(19.0)
60.0
22.0
1,463.5

1,463.5
(41.7)
(6.0)
(11.0)
(19.0)
60.0
17.7
1,463.5

Police Office Establishment Under/(Over)

18.5

(14.5)

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

PCSOs
WG Funded
Force Funded
Total

101.0
31.0
132.0

101.0
31.0
132.0

101.0
31.0
132.0

101.0
31.0
132.0

101.0
31.0
132.0

101.0
31.0
132.0

701.7
21.3

746.0

758.0

738.5
0.0

738.5
0.0

738.5
0.0

23.0
746.0

12.0
758.0

738.5

738.5

738.5

738.5

2,214.5

2,250.5

2,281.0

2,334.0

2,334.0

2,334.0

Description
Officers Baseline
Officers Baseline - 1st April 2019
Police Staff Investigator Posts
Operation Uplift
Externally Funded Posts
Amber Posts Funded

Police Staff
Baseline
Additional
Temporary Posts
SIB Approved Changes inc Investment Funded Posts
Total
Authorised Establishment Grand Total

(19.5)
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Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent / Heddlu Gwent Police
Medium Term Financial Projections 2020/21 to 2024/25
In Service Pressures and Budget Developments
At 31st January 2020

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

Description

2019/20
£

BTCG Scheme Pump Priming
Additional Bank Holiday
Tutor Payment
PEQF - university fees £2k per student
Estates Electrical testing
Body Armour Additionality
Uniform additionality - new recruits
Insurance Premiums Increase 30%
Data Protection Officer
Operational Training Facility
Promat ID Software
Appropriate Adults
Taser Usage Increase
Injury Pension Payments
Custody Medical Contract
Medical Examinations
Minerva
SRS Business Continuity
ANPR Hosted Management Server
Fuel
Telephone Investigation
IOM Diversion Project
Community Partnership Fund
Subject Access report Income
Loss of Tarian Grant
Vehicle Tracking System
WCN Recruitment System Project
Citizens In Policing - Mini Police
Crime/PPU Investment
Property System Equipment Replacement
Officer Pension Contribution
Loan Interest
Gwent PBSA Network
Disaster Recovery SAN Maintenance
Virtual Private Network Net Motion
Additional Revenue Contribution to Capital
M4 Related Pressure (Closing Tolls, Protests)
Minimum Revenue Provision
Forensic Service
Regional Organised Crime Unit Grant Cessation
FIRMS PERFORM PDR Module
Investment Fund Reduction
Single Online Home Platform
NPCC Undercover Policing Public Inquiry Coordination Team
Contribution to Southern Wales SARC
Court Income
Custody & Detainee Income
SWP ICT Costs
Wellbeing Schemes
Training Income
Recruitment Costs
Force Medical Advisor
PFI Amenities Assistant
Trauma Resilience Funding Withdrawal
Early Action Together
Commissioner's Diversion Schemes
DSD Reform
Victims Hub Investment
Commissioned Services Growth
Mental Health Workers - NHS Income
Digital Evidence Management System
Multi-Agency Information Transfer - Digital Calls
Automatic Facial Recognition Licences
Communications Data Lawful Intercept
Police ICT Company
National Casualty Bureau Coordinator
ANPR Camera Maintenance
Corporate Communications Restructure
Driver Training Restructure
Anti Corruption Unit Support Staff Restructure
Mobile SPOC Restructure
Operation Uplift - Spend
Operation Uplift - Income
Temporary Posts - Staff
Temporary Posts - PCC
Pensions Grant Cessation

50,000
122,272
(10,000)
108,000
(50,000)
(16,634)
(460,000)
95,000
35,000
88,038
40,000
30,000
83,765
137,661
172,749
250,000
20,000
90,000
54,904
82,832
79,567
160,000
50,000
10,805
279,299
150,000
20,000
20,000
1,594,540
83,338
3,254,769

2020/21
£

2021/22
£

(50,000)
109,376

240,000

108,000

108,000

2022/23
£

2023/24
£

2024/25
£

(120,000) (240,000)

112,239
150,000

13,545

(150,000)
(20,000)
(18,000)
(21,553)
474,436

732,441

655,674

446,446

492,920

760,978

681,220

121,398

13,929

9,553

1,825

11,749

30,000
40,000
138,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
106,873
204,309
15,000
(1,206,001)
69,293
10,200
69,829
(50,000)
17,500
242,000
2,355
44,000
41,207
20,000
30,485
50,000
339,761
140,000
184,226
367,450
197,128
(200,000)
118,995
52,000
15,000
39,000

23,098
69,829

1,700
162,000
182,309
123,600
(123,600)
69,289
39,071
1,464,441 1,382,154 1,663,718
610,749
(1,464,441) (1,036,615) (1,247,789) (458,062)
(646,678)
(74,830)
1,325,288
8,940,778

1,613,313

1,999,905

1,423,368 1,338,892 1,127,666
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Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent / Heddlu Gwent Police
Medium Term Financial Projections 2020/21 to 2024/25
Identified Budgetary Savings
At 31st January 2020
Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Transitional Rent Allowance
Housing Allowance
Compensatory Grant
Rebased allowances - on call
Rebased Honorariums
Officer Ill Health Retirement
Force Medical Services
Force Medical Costs
Meal Allows
Paper Materials
Toner Cartridges
Reimbursement Income
Investment income
Real Term CSO Funding Pressure
Procurement savings - Software
Rebased savings - unsociable hours
Seconded Officers In Force
Other Professional Services
Maintenance of Operational Equipment
Witness Expenses
Public Liability Insurance
External Training
Ordinary Overtime - Officers
Ordinary Overtime - Staff
Bank Holiday Overtime
RTC Overtime
MI & Tasking Overtime
Terram Rent Saving
Vantage Point 1st Floor
Op Shaw Protective Clothing

2019/20
£
(22,223)
(94,217)
(15,103)
(8,346)
(20,022)
(591,810)
(4,331)
(9,416)
(10,478)
(5,000)
(2,500)
(2,163)
(72,634)
(94,595)
(185,411)

2020/21
£
(5,477)
(122,240)
(859)

2021/22
£

2022/23
£

2023/24
£

2024/25
£

(60,000)

(60,000)

(60,000)

(60,000)

(60,000)

(60,000)

(60,000)

(60,000)

(198,292)
(40,000)
(63,000)
(36,050)
(113,445)
(50,000)
(100,000)
(303,000)
(100,000)
(100,000)
(11,000)
(486,000)
(12,000)
(50,000)
(61,800)
(1,138,249)

(1,853,163)
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Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent / Heddlu Gwent Police
Medium Term Financial Projections 2020/21 to 2024/25
Staying Ahead Phase 8 Schemes 2020/21 to 2024/25 and Other Savings Initiatives
At 31st January 2020
2020/21
£
A Cumulative Savings Brought Forward
B
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

Scheme
Operating Model
SEO Review
Collaboration
3a JFU
3b Other Collaboration
Vantage Lease Expiry
Mamhilad Block B
Corporate Financing of PFI
Supplies & Services - National Initiative
HQ Running Costs
Estates Premises Related

C Savings for Year

Sensitivity Risk Assessment
D Cumulative Savings Carried Forward

2021/22
£
0

2022/23
£

(539,000)

2023/24
£

(694,458)

2024/25
£

(1,127,390)

Total
£

(1,675,649)

0
11,000
0
(350,000)
0
(323,000)
0
0
(200,000)
(225,000)
(588,649)

11,000
(350,000)
(183,000)

(140,000)

(155,458)

(100,000)
(149,932)

(125,000)
(283,259)

(539,000)

(155,458)

(432,932)

(548,259)

0

0

0

0

0

0

(694,458) (1,127,390)

(1,675,649)

(1,675,649)

(200,000)

(539,000)

(1,675,649)

(1,675,649)
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Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent / Heddlu Gwent Police
Medium Term Financial Projections 2020/21 to 2024/25
Gwent Group Income & Expenditure Report as at 30th September 2019

BUDGET AREA
Gwent Police Group Revenue Budget as at period 2019/06

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

EXPENDITURE
Police Officer Pay & Allowances
Police Staff & CSO Pay & Allowances
Police Officer Overtime & Enhancements
Police Staff & CSO Overtime & Enhancements
Other Employees Related Costs
Premises Costs
Transport Costs
Supplies & Services
Major Incident Schemes
Proactive Operational Initiatives
Contribution to Police Computer Co.
Capital Charge

Annual
Budget

Budget YTD

Actual
YTD

Variance
YTD

Full Year
Forecast

Variance

71,033,242
30,017,873
2,035,984
2,044,476
3,473,586
5,328,109
2,620,673
20,933,000
396,412
238,026
779,164
0

35,063,705
14,692,129
1,039,866
851,875
1,781,567
3,237,052
1,297,772
10,871,769
165,170
99,180
730,999
0

34,462,107
14,831,217
1,307,114
598,211
1,392,626
3,220,350
1,094,588
10,728,759
105,709
62,933
760,701
0

601,598
(139,088)
(267,248)
253,664
388,941
16,702
203,184
143,010
59,461
36,247
(29,702)
0

69,617,206
30,347,533
2,228,506
1,542,235
3,501,414
5,978,936
2,723,198
20,931,529
396,412
238,026
760,701
0

1,416,036
(329,660)
(192,522)
502,241
(27,828)
(650,827)
(102,525)
1,471
0
0
18,463
0

138,900,545

69,831,084

68,564,315

1,266,769

138,265,695

634,850

1,571,623
0

39,822
0

65,664
0

(25,842)
0

2,300,000
0

(728,377)
0

1,571,623

39,822

65,664

(25,842)

2,300,000

(728,377)

(255,954)
(12,219,685)

(98,000)
(4,583,669)

(137,664)
(3,688,085)

39,664
(895,584)

(408,699)
(12,255,070)

152,745
35,385

(12,475,639)

(4,681,669)

(3,825,749)

(855,920)

(12,663,768)

188,129

127,996,529

65,189,237

64,804,231

385,006

127,901,926

94,603

210,332
2,644,816

0
0

0
0

0
0

210,332
2,644,816

0
0

2,855,148

0

0

0

2,855,148

0

130,851,677

65,189,237

64,804,231

385,006

130,757,074

94,603

Revenue Support Grant
National Non-Domestic rates
Police Grant
Council Tax
Specific Grant Income
Use Of General Reserves
Use of Earmarked Reserves

(21,827,973)
(9,873,463)
(41,286,576)
(56,042,426)
0
0
(1,821,239)

(11,753,525)
(5,316,479)
(20,643,288)
(28,021,206)
0
0
0

(11,753,525)
(5,316,479)
(20,643,288)
(28,021,215)
0
0
0

0
0
0
9
0
0
0

(21,827,973)
(9,873,463)
(41,286,576)
(56,042,426)
0
0
(1,821,239)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TOTAL FUNDING

(130,851,677)

(65,734,498)

(65,734,507)

9

(130,851,677)

0

0

(545,261)

(930,276)

385,015

(94,603)

94,603

OTHER APPROVED REVENUE REQUIREMENTS
13 Development Funds
14 Identified Recurring Savings

INCOME
15 Investment Income
16 Other Income

17 NET EXPENDITURE BEFORE TRANSFERS

TRANSFERS
18 Transfers to Reserves
19 Revenue Contribution To Capital/Projects Scheme
TOTAL RESERVE TRANSFERS
20 NET EXPENDITURE INCLUDING TRANSFERS
21 FUNDED BY:

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

(OVER)/UNDERSPEND
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Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent / Heddlu Gwent Police
Medium Term Financial Projections 2020/21 to 2024/25
Reserves and Committed Funds Position 2019/20
As at 31st January 2020

Forecast
Closing
Balance
18/19
£'000

In
£'000

Forecast
Closing
Balance
19/20
£'000

Out
£'000

In
£'000

Forecast
Closing
Balance
20/21
£'000

Out
£'000

In
£'000

Forecast
Closing
Balance
21/22
£'000

Out
£'000

In
£'000

Forecast
Closing
Balance
22/23
£'000

Out
£'000

In
£'000

Forecast
Closing
Balance
23/24
£'000

Out
£'000

In
£'000

Forecast
Closing
Balance
24/25
£'000

Out
£'000

REVENUE RESERVES AND COMMITTED FUNDS
A

Statutory Reserves
General Reserve

1

Sub Total
B

Committed Earmarked Funds
Future PFI Commitments

1
2
a
b
c
d
e
i
ii
iii
iv
v
f
g
h
i

Page 89

3

Capital Programme
Capital Grant
Capital Receipts
Revenue Contribution to Capital Programme
External Borrowing
Estate Works
Replacement HQ
Victims' Hub
Minor Works and Planned Maintenance
Police Hubs & Spokes
Other
Fleet Replacement
ICT Investment
Other Projects/Schemes
Long Term Projects

SA8 Change Programme
SA8 Programme Team
Revenue Saving Initiatives
i
PWLB and Newport Debt redemption
ii
LGPS Pension Investment
Forecast Accelerated Efficiency Savings
Sub Total

C

0
0

10,990

a
b

4

4,000
4,000

0
0

4,000
4,000

(10,990)

(0)

0
0

4,000
4,000

0
0

0
0

(0)

1,427
0
5,165
0

459
2,326
2,645
0

0
0
0

1,886
2,326
7,809
0

20,991
228
(448)
0
(68)
(2,624)
(4,916)
(982)
(484)

10,276
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

(2,912)
(48)
0
(1,000)
(200)
(1,409)
(373)
0
(750)

28,355
181
(448)
(1,000)
(268)
(4,033)
(5,289)
(982)
(1,234)

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

4,987

95

(4,987)

95

0

15,801 (22,668)

27,398

34,265

0
0

459
0
2,645

4,000
4,000

0
0

0
0

(0)

Future Budgetary Imbalances

2

Commissioning Strategy and Force Initiatives

3

Airwave

0

660

0

2,591

200

Sub Total

149
294
64
305
4,488
64
12,995

0
0
0
150
0
0
350

TOTAL REVENUE RESERVES AND COMMITTED FUNDS

51,260

a
b
c
d
e
f

0
0

459
1500
2,645
19,024

0
0
0

3,263
4,326
15,744
31,347

0 (1,000)
0
0
0
0
0 (14,200)
0
0
0 (1,500)
0
(228)
0
0
(6,700)

(127)
181
(448)
(23,675)
(1,768)
(8,233)
(7,505)
(1,216)
(11,709)

4,000
4,000

0
0

0
0

(0)

459
0
2,645
17,031

0
0
0

3,722
4,326
18,389
48,378

0
0
0
0
0
0
0 (14,200)
0
0
0 (1,500)
0 (3,734)
0
0
(700)

(127)
181
(448)
(37,875)
(1,768)
(9,733)
(11,240)
(1,216)
(12,409)

4,000
4,000

(0)

0
0
0

2,345
2,326
10,454
0

459
500
2,645
12,323

0
0
0

2,804
2,826
13,099
12,323

459
0
2,645
11,596

0
0
0

4,181
4,326
21,033
59,974

95 (17,702)
0
0
0
0
0 (3,275)
0
(900)
0 (1,200)
0 (1,302)
0
(234)
(1,025)

10,748
181
(448)
(4,275)
(1,168)
(5,233)
(6,591)
(1,216)
(2,259)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

(9,875)
0
0
(5,200)
(600)
(1,500)
(686)
0
(2,750)

873
181
(448)
(9,475)
(1,768)
(6,733)
(7,277)
(1,216)
(5,009)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0 (12,200)
0
0
0 (1,500)
0
(300)
0
0
0
(700)

(127)
181
(448)
(50,075)
(1,768)
(11,233)
(11,540)
(1,216)
(13,109)

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

(95)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3,199 (25,733)

4,864

15,927 (20,611)

180

23,628 (23,628)

180

20,134 (20,134)

180

14,700 (14,700)

180

2839.477
4,379

4

0
0

(0)

Uncommitted Earmarked Funds
1

4,000
4,000

Other Financial Liabilities
Tribunal and Ombudsman Liabilities
Unspent Revenue Grants
3rd Party funds
POCA
Workstream Specific Reserves
Speed Awareness Training

4,379

0

(668)

3,710

0

(1,713)

1,998

0

(1,998)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

660

0

0

660

0

0

660

0

0

660

0

0

660

0

0

660

2,791

200

0

2,991

200

0

3,191

200

0

3,391

200

0

3,591

200

0

3,791

0
0
0
(150)
(3,025)
0
(3,175)

149
294
64
305
1,464
64
10,170

0
0
0
150
0
0
350

0
0
0
(150)
(152)
0
(970)

149
294
64
305
1,312
64
9,550

0
0
0
150
0
0
350

0
0
0
(150)
(141)
0
(2,004)

149
294
64
305
1,171
64
7,896

0
0
0
150
0
0
350

0
0
0
(150)
(171)
0
(2,319)

149
294
64
305
1,000
64
5,928

0
0
0
150
0
0
350

0
0
0
(150)
(171)
0
(321)

149
294
64
305
829
64
5,957

0
0
0
150
0
0
350

0
0
0
(150)
(171)
0
(321)

149
294
64
305
658
64
5,986

16,151 (25,843)

41,569

3,549 (26,703)

18,414

16,277 (22,615)

12,076

23,978 (25,947)

10,108

20,484 (20,455)

10,137

15,050 (15,021)

10,166

0

CAPITAL RESERVES AND COMMITTED FUNDS
A
1

Committed Earmarked Funds
Capital Grant

2
3

Appendix 5a Appendix 7

0

449

(449)

0

459

(459)

0

459

(459)

0

459

(459)

0

459

(459)

0

459

(459)

0

Capital Receipts

2,326

0

(2,326)

0

0

0

0

500

(500)

0

1500

(1,500)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Replacement Command and Control

1,722

0

(1,722)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL CAPITAL RESERVES AND COMMITTED FUNDS

4,048

449

(4,497)

0

459

(459)

0

959

(959)

0

1,959

(1,959)

0

459

(459)

0

459

(459)

0

TOTAL RESERVES AND COMMITTED FUNDS

55,309

16,600 (30,340)

41,569

4,008 (27,162)

18,414

17,236 (23,574)

12,076

25,937 (27,906)

10,108

20,943 (20,914)

10,137

15,509 (15,480)

10,166
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Appendix 8a

Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent / Heddlu Gwent Police
Medium Term Financial Projections 2020/21 to 2024/25
Capital Programme 2020/21 to 2024/25
At 31st January 2020
Forecast
2019/20

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25

£'000s

£'000

£'000s

£'000s

£'000s

A

Estate

1
1a
2a
2b
3
4
5
6

Replacement HQ
Decommissioning of Headquarters
Estates Strategy - Police Hubs
Estates Strategy - Police Spokes
Newport Central Upgrade
Ystrad Mynach PFI
Ystrad Mynach CCTV
Agile Working

11,077

2,912

17,702

5,500

1,000

3,275

9,801
74
5,200

1,250
4,000
125

200
3,200

400

600

A

Total Estate

21,952

7,312

21,877

B

Vehicles

1,043

1,409

1,200

C

Information Systems

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Disaster Recovery
VOIP APD Interface
New HQ - SRS Costs
New HQ - FCR Costs
CCTV - Gwent Police/Blaenau Gwent
Server Replacement
Network Replacement
Data Hall Refurbishment
SAN Replacement
Netscaler Replacement
FFF
Home Office Biometrics Strategy

150

335
38

500

C

Total Information Systems

150

D

Other SIB Projects / Schemes

E

Non Capital Funded Long Term Projects (Appendix 8a)

F

Total Programme

G

Funding

1
2
3
4
5

£'000s

£'000s

425
575
14,200

14,200

12,200

15,675

15,200

14,200

12,200

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

90

20

14

500
300

500

100
80
120
8
13
300

375
125
40
103
19

300

57
125

24

101
24

373

1,302

686

228

3,734

300

0

0

234

0

0

0

0

4,900

4,750

1,025

2,750

6,700

700

700

28,044

13,844

25,638

20,611

23,628

20,134

14,700

Capital Grant
Revenue Contribution to Capital
Funding from Reserves and Committed Funds
Funding from external borrowing
Capital Asset Disposal

459
2,645
24,940
0

459
2,645
10,740

459
2,645
22,534
0

459
2,645
4,684
12,323
500

459
2,645
0
19,024
1,500

459
2,645
0
17,031

459
2,645
0
11,596

G

Total Funding

28,044

13,844

25,638

20,611

23,628

20,134

14,700

H

Surplus Funds

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2,914
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Appendix 8b

Police and Crime Commissioner for Gwent / Heddlu Gwent Police
Medium Term Financial Projections 2020/21 to 2024/25
Long Term Project Programme 2020/21 to 2024/25
At 31st January 2020
Forecast

1
2
3
3a
3b
3c
4
5

Estates Capital Maintenance
Estate Feasibility
Estate Strategy
Abergavenny Spoke
Usk Fire Station Spoke
Monmouth Town Hall Spoke
Ystrad Mynach PFI
Collaborative Relocation

Total Programme

2019/20

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23 2023/24 2024/25

£'000s

£'000s

£'000s

£'000s

£'000s

500
200

750
0

750
200

500
200

500
200

£'000s

£'000s

500
200

500
200

700

700

50
25
50
4,000
200

4,000

4,900

4,750

1,025

2,000

6,000

2,750

6,700
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Agenda Item 7

SUBJECT:

GWENT POLICE AND CRIME PANEL – PROPOSAL TO JOIN THE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF POLICE, FIRE AND CRIME PANELS (NAPFCP)

DATE:

31ST JANUARY 2020

1.

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

To consider if Gwent Police and Crime Panel will join the National Association of Police, Fire
and Crime Panels (NAPFCP).

2.

LINKS TO STRATEGY

2.1

The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 requires the establishment of a Police
and Crime Panel (PCP) within each police force area to support and challenge the local Police
and Crime Commissioner.

3.

BACKGROUND

3.1

Gwent Police and Crime Panel previously considered its response to a consultation paper
regarding the establishment of a national association of police and crime panels at its meeting
on 15th September 2017. The Panel were broadly supportive of the proposal to establish a
national association but were reluctant at that time to commit to join the association due to the
potential of unknown subscription costs. In addition clarification was needed to establish if the
Home Office Grant could be utilised for a subscription to become a member of the
association. It was agreed therefore to not join the association until assurances could be
provided that Panels could use grant funding for such a purpose.

4.

REPORT

4.1

Following the consultation across panels in England and Wales the National Association was
subsequently established as a Special Interest Group of the Local Government Association on
19th April 2018. An Executive was established with a Chair and two Vice Chairs and the first
Annual General Meeting was held on 12th November 2018 where the Constitution of the
association was approved. It was also agreed that there would be an annual subscription of
£500 to join the association.

4.2

During 2018, representations were made by Police and Crime Panels across England and
Wales to the Home Office, seeking clarification on the use of Grant funding for the
subscription fee. However the view of the Home Office was that was that this was not
permissible under the terms of the grant and as a result a number of Police and Crime Panels
were unable to join the Association.

4.3

At the next AGM in November 2019 the Association considered the impact upon its
membership due to the subscription barrier and considered a proposal to change to nonsubscription membership. This proposal was subsequently approved and the Association is
now inviting all Police and Crime Panels to join in order to ensure fuller representation across
England and Wales. The Association has also set up a website http://policecrimepanels.com/
in order to provide a contact point for its members.
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4.4

At the inaugural AGM held in November 2018 the terms of reference were approved as
detailed below.
Terms of Reference
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide a forum for collaborative discussion of issues relating to and impacting on Police
and Crime Panels and Police, Fire and Crime Panels (PCPs / PFCPs).
Share ideas and experience in response to the expanding role of PCCs and PFCCs and
thereby PCPs / PFCPs.
Create a mechanism for direct liaison between PCPs / PFCPs and the Home Office.
Provide an opportunity for dialogue with relevant bodies such as the Association of Police
and Crime Commissioners, Association of Police and Crime Chief Executives and others.
Support the development of joint PCP /PFCP responses to relevant consultations.
Promote professional standards.
Share good practice and create guidance and other supporting materials for PCPs
/PFCPs.
Ensure stability and collective memory in a landscape where PCPs / PFCPs can undergo
significant changes in membership.
Provide capacity for horizon scanning across all PCPs / PFCPs.
Promote better public understanding of the role of PCPs / PFCPs.

4.5

Panel Members are therefore asked to consider if the Gwent Police and Crime Panel should
join the National Association of Police, Fire and Crime Panels (NAPFCP)

5.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

5.1

There is no longer any cost for membership of the National Association of Police, Fire and
Crime Panels (NAPFCP). There would be associated expenses costs should the Chair and/or
Vice Chair attend the AGM on behalf of Gwent Police and Crime Panel. However the AGM is
held on the same date and immediately prior to the Annual Conference of Police and Crime
Panels, and Chairs and Vice Chairs can already attend the Conference.

6.

CONSULTATION

6.1

There are no consultation responses that have not been reflected in the recommendations of
this report.

7.

RECOMMENDATION

7.1

The Gwent Police and Crime Panel are asked to consider if they wish to join National
Association of Police, Fire and Crime Panels (NAPFCP).

8.

REASONS FOR THE RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1

To provide a response in respect of the invitation from the National Association of Police, Fire
and Crime Panels (NAPFCP).

9.

STATUTORY POWERS

9.1

Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011.

Author:

Catherine Forbes-Thompson, Scrutiny Manager, Caerphilly County Borough Council
Email: forbecl@caerphilly.gov.uk
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Telephone: 01443 864279
Consultees:

Mrs G Howells, Chair Gwent Police and Crime Panel
Councillor Colin Mann, Vice Chair Gwent Police and Crime Panel
Robert Tranter, Head of Legal and Monitoring Officer Caerphilly County Borough
Council
Lisa Lane, Head of Democratic Services Caerphilly County Borough Council
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Agenda Item 8
GWENT POLICE AND CRIME PANEL FORWARD WORK PROGRAMME 2020/21

31st January 2020 at 10am



Precept
PCC Update

20th March 2020 at 10am





Crime Prevention Report
Estates Strategy
Performance Report
PCC Update

Date to be Confirmed


WAO Collaboration Report

Future Dates:

26th June 2020 at 10am
25th September 2020 at 10am
11th December 2020 at 10am
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